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Executive Summary
The UK’s footways and highways house a vast network of utility and local authority
infrastructure. According to Parker (2008b) the combined network of water, sewer, gas and
electricity services extends to over 1.5 million km, which is roughly five times longer than
the UK’s road network. The importance of these dense utility networks to the wellbeing and
continued economic health of UK society cannot be understated. The utility industry has to
undertake about 1.5 million streetworks annually (McMahon et al., 2005) to repair, maintain
and upgrade this vast network of buried utility infrastructure.
Consequently, these numerous holes dug as part of the streetworks annually result in
substantial costs, both to the utility industry and society at large. The contractor often
stomachs the direct construction costs of these streetworks, such as planning, supervision,
material, and design and labour costs. Direct costs can also be borne by utility companies
when they undertake their own capital works in-house. Furthermore, there are indirect
costs incurred both by the contractor involved and utility providers due to, for example,
loss of business income. The costs which are stomached by society are the social costs
sustained due to, for example, costs to other businesses, greater than before levels of air
pollution as well as noise, damage to the environment and traffic delays experienced by
road users. All things considered these direct, indirect and social costs are the ‘true costs’
linked to utility streetworks.
Construction projects will unavoidably need to continue to carry out excavations. Utility
infrastructure (electricity, gas, telecommunications, water etc.) are often located below
the ground surface at shallow depth. Hitting one of these services when carrying out an
excavation (whatever tool is used; e.g. hand tool, mini-digger etc.) by either puncturing or
damaging the sheath or protective wrap is termed a ‘Utility Strike’ (also known as a service
strike or hit). Methods for evaluating the ‘true cost’ of streetworks have been proposed,
but none seem to be available specific to utility strikes, moreover applied in the UK context.
Elsewhere, cost-benefit analysis of one form or another have been used but these have
tended to be over simplistic. Further work to develop and refine a method for evaluating
true cost of streetworks, moreover utility strikes is warranted. As a result the University of
Birmingham has been engaged in an on-going collaborative research initiative with several
industrial partners to address and further understand these impacts caused by streetworks,
more specifically at the impact of ‘utility strikes’ and their quantified associated costs
(direct, indirect and social).
The aim of this report is to assess the impact of utility strikes and their associated true costs
by detailing 16 case studies of utility strikes and providing an objective view of all their
quantified associated costs, both those paid directly by contractors (direct costs), and those
borne by third parties in the contractual agreement (indirect costs), and other parties not
engaged in the contractual agreement (social costs). This report details the results from the
quantification of these 16 case studies, reviews literature on the subject of utility strikes
and puts forward a robust methodology that can be used to estimate the true cost of utility
strikes. It identifies the ways in which these costs can be minimised as well as gaps in
knowledge requiring further research. Based on the findings presented in this report, it is
clear that if the true costs of utility strikes are to be reliably understood and quantified
throughout industry, then more work in this area will be required by industry bodies to
provide joined up thinking and formulate a robust industry baseline measure for utility strike
impacts beyond the status quo. This in turn will aid the development of a better
understanding of what streetworks, moreover, utility strikes cost both the utility industry
as a whole and society in general. Furthermore, in order for the findings of this report to
have a practical commercial benefit, it is necessary to understand that more exploratory
work and therefore upfront spending will be required on projects to reduce the risk of utility
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strikes. This approach when employed should demonstrate to all concerned in projects, that
up front feasibility, surveys and design work is money well spent as it reduces the costs
associated with utility strikes.

Key Findings of the Report
1. The true costs (direct costs + indirect costs + social costs) of utility strikes is unknown
by most companies. The 16 case studies in this report show that utility strike
incidents can cause disproportionate indirect and social costs. This goes beyond the
current view in industry where direct costs are generally the measure of the impact
of utility strikes on an organisation.
2. The total cost ratio from the utility strike case studies, of indirect and social costs,
compared to the direct cost of repair is 29:1.
a. Assuming you have a utility strike incident with a direct cost of £1000, based
on the case findings, the true cost is actually £29000.
3. The current data collection and information management systems in industry do not
collect/ capture the information that can measure the true cost (direct costs +
indirect costs + social costs) of utility strikes in a systematic fashion.
4. Different departments in several organisations hold key data that can facilitate an
understanding of the true impact (factual as well as context for derived numbers) of
utility strikes, and these departments do not communicate effectively between each
other, moreover have no incentive to do so. This makes it very difficult to piece
together the required information as there is no dedicated employee to carry out
this task.
5. If utility and/or construction companies want to identify the true cost of utility
strikes and their impact on the business consistently, data in relation to indirect and
social costs in addition to direct costs have to be collected in a comprehensive way
which will necessitate utilities coordination across several departments.
6. Based on the case study findings, two strikes alone could fund a full time member of
staff to greatly improve utilities coordination and by consequence the occurrence of
strike incidents.
7. Some data (e.g. utility strike insurance claim cost) that are required to evaluate the
economic impact of utility strikes or otherwise are only made available at the
completion of a project. A means of mitigating this phenomenon as much as is
practicable has been through the formulation of an approximate utility strike cost
guide, that gives broad price guides or else assists in comparison exercises of the
potential monetary impact of a utility strike to a company’s respective business’.
8. A different approach is needed to facilitate a means to reduce/ mitigate
systematically the risk profile of utility strikes. There should be a shift from the
current general approach to utilities programme management in industry of ‘active
service avoidance’ to ‘active service detection’. PAS 128 (BSI, 2014) is one such
methodology to facilitate a systematic approach to utility detection, verification and
location before excavation activities are undertaken, and if applied the right way,
greatly reduce the occurrence of utility strike incidents.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 What are Utility Strikes?
Utility service provision (electricity, gas, telecommunications, fresh water and sewerage) is
a vital and inevitable first course of action for both new and regenerative construction
schemes, and the impact of utility streetworks is widely felt and far reaching, in addition
to the different ways it can be viewed and understood (see Figure 1).
Councillor/ Government
Loss of service provision,
complaints, material,
movement

Utility Engineer
Trench construction

Traffic Engineer
Road disruption

Atmospheric Scientist
Dust, fumes, material
movement

Utility
Streetworks
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Tree roots cut, plant
damage

Policy-Maker
Street regulation/
guidelines needed,
material movement

Environmentalist
More aggregate
extraction, material
movement

General Public
Congestion, traffic delays

Figure 1: Utility streetworks viewed through different lenses (Metje et al., 2013)
National Grid has ownership of the UK’s infrastructure for transmission and distribution of
electricity since 1990 as a result of the decommissioning of the nationalised Central
Electricity Generating Board (Beck et al., 2007). National Grid’s transmission and
distribution network is broken down into fourteen regions, with regional operation under a
number of firms (Ofgem, 2012). According to McMahon et al. (2005) the total length of the
distribution and transmission network is approximately 482000 km which consists of buried
low voltage (lower than 1kV) and high voltage cables (higher than 1kV).
National Grid is also the sole proprietor and operator of gas transmission in the UK, which
comprises five distribution networks (National-Grid, 2013); the total length of this gas
network is estimated to be 275000 km (McMahon et al., 2005). The bulk of this gas
transmission network is made up of pressure distribution pipes (< 7 bar). Pipelines > 7 bar
are termed as major accident hazard (MAH) lines and comprise circa 15000 km, in
conjunction with the 6000 km National Transmission System (NTS) which includes operating
pressures of 38-85 bar (HSE, 2010).
Fibre and copper optic cables make up the underground telecoms infrastructure. British
Telecommunications had monopolised the telecoms industry up to 1981, which was
subsequently privatised in 1984 (Beck et al., 2007). The current privatised telecoms industry
has a large number of service providers and this state of affairs makes it problematic to
appraise the overall size of the network (McMahon et al., 2005). This is only compounded
by the lack of information made available by telecommunication companies on the basis of
not wanting to disclose commercially sensitive information.
It is estimated at present that there are 396000 km of water supply mains in the UK, in
addition to 353000 km of sewers in England and Wales alone (McMahon et al., 2005). In
England and Wales, the industry was privatised in 1989 which subsequently led to the
formation of ten companies for water and wastewater supply (Beck et al., 2007). A further
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twelve companies are tasked with the provision of clean water only (Water-UK, 2015). Only
in Scotland is clean water provided for by Scottish Water, a statutory corporation.
These ‘statutory utilities’ are mostly delivered via conduits and cables that are placed below
the ground surface (i.e. 0 - 5m below ground). The inevitable repair, maintenance as well
as improvement of these services (utility networks), necessitates approximately 1.5 million
streetworks each year in the UK (McMahon et al., 2005), a figure that does not account for
the numerous excavations carried out on construction projects that are currently in progress
(Stancliffe, 2008). A wide range of equipment and operational procedures are utilised in
streetworks to repair, replace and maintain buried pipes and cables, and the preferred
approach is often chosen to satisfy project time constraints, besides being cost-effective.
In many circumstances, this requires excavation from the surface down using open trenches.
The principle risk faced as part of these numerous excavations is the occurrence of a ‘utility
strike’ (also termed as service strikes or hits). A utility strike is caused when any utility
network infrastructure (electricity, gas, telecommunications, fresh water and foul water) is
hit and damaged during excavation. This risk of causing a utility strike is a constant feature
of any excavation, which interacts with buried services, notwithstanding the type of
excavation tool employed (hand tools, mini-digger, breaker, large excavator, or other tool)
and the excavation technique of the site operative.
1.2 Why do Utility Strikes Happen?
Statutory records can be outdated and do not always reflect as-built information. Therefore
relying solely on this information to locate buried utility services is problematic for planning
and ultimately excavation. Hence, the acquisition of utilities information is an important
part of all activities leading up to excavation, both upstream (in the office) and downstream
(on site) of a utility streetworks project. It was the opinion of many of the companies’
canvased during this research study, that the quality and standard of information provided
by utility companies and clients was not adequate most of the time and the argument is
that these should not be relied upon. A large portion of utility strikes experienced from the
view of site staff was as a result of poor utilities information, or in some rare cases, none
at all. It was mentioned a number of times that the information provided by utility
companies was frequently inaccurate and of varying quality. Examples were given by
contractors of situations where information of utility services had been obtained from the
utility company, a utility strike or third party damage to services then occurred and the
utility company arrived on site with a more detailed in depth, and moreover accurate
statutory drawing. It should be noted that there is currently no regulation with respect to
the quality of data and the legacy does not deal with statutory records.
The development of PAS 128 (BSI, 2014) aims to address some of these shortcomings by
specifying the quality of a utility survey and providing positional accuracy thereby alluding
to the residual risk of the unknown. It specifies the requirements for the detection,
verification and location of underground utilities and is for use by practitioners (usually a
surveyor, geophysicist or subsurface utility engineer). It also might be of interest to clients
(such as engineers, constructors, project managers and utility owners), who are responsible
for recording information about underground utilities. However, a clear distinction ought to
be drawn between the approaches of ‘active service detection’ as recommended by PAS 128
(BSI, 2014), and ‘active service avoidance’ which is the most common approach used in
industry at present. Active service detection can be described as the process whereby the
activity of detecting/ locating underground utility services is notably separate from the
excavation process. Service avoidance in contrast can be described as the process whereby
attempts are made to detect utility services at, or just before, excavation. PAS 128 (Quality
Level (QL): D - desktop utility records search, C - site reconnaissance, B - detection with
EML and GPR and A - verification using intrusive inspection) can then be employed as an
indicator of the presence or absence of underground utilities, in advance of additional
2

ground investigation before breaking ground if the utility mapping survey is compliant with
it. Some features of the PAS128: (1) Relates to active, abandoned, redundant or unknown
underground utilities in urban or rural areas; (2) Sets out the accuracy/quality of the data
captured and a means by which to evaluate confidence in it, and (3) Applies to utilities
buried no deeper than three metres. PAS 128 covers: (1) Project planning and scoping
process; (2) Classification system for quality levels; (3) Desktop utility records search, and
(4) Detection, verification and location. Correct utility service plans are an important
element in the attempt to successfully locate utility services before excavation. It is
important to note that any statutory record, no matter how recent, is historic data and as
such should be classified as PAS 128 QL’D’; this should never be used as the only basis for
safe excavation.
Taking a more holistic view, different approaches are currently utilised by industry to avoid
strike incident(s) i.e. minimise the risk of their occurrence. From discussions held with
industry representatives during the course of this research study, some of these approaches
comprise but are not limited to:
1. Acquisition of statutory drawings from utility service providers.
2. Commissioning of a utility (geophysical) survey from utility experts to detect and
locate buried utilities prior to excavation.
3. Appropriate design of utility works (based on service detection/ location
information) at design phase that in turn prevents utility conflicts later on in the
construction phase of the utility works.
4. Safe working practices that promote ‘zero harm’.
During excavation works, a utility strike incident is triggered by the inadequacies in one or
more of these procedures, in addition to human error. Figure 2 shows the different causal
factors that contribute to a utility strike event taking place and illustrates the broad
spectrum of the individuals involved in utilities’ decision-making. In addition to the different
stages of utilities coordination and program works, both upstream (in the office) and
downstream (on site) necessitate a clear and consistent approach of best practice utilities
coordination to prevent a utility strike event taking place. For the companies involved in
this research study, those that consistently executed streetworks without the occurrence of
utility strikes (see Figure 2) exemplified the following key principles of effective
coordination:
1. There was consistent early consultation between all parties involved in the utilities
project. This provided the benefit of allowing adequate pre-planning of the project
and, where circumstances allow, flexibility.
2. There was regular input and attendance of relevant personnel (especially personnel
who were authorised at their discretion to vary programmes) at utilities coordination
meetings. Cooperation between all parties (highway authority, the undertakers and
their contractors, and developers) involved is vital towards effective coordination.
3. There was a significant drive, whenever possible, that undertakers would disclose
their business development plans and the locations and upcoming replacement
programmes for ageing apparatus with the relevant authorities.
4. When working on projects requiring cross-boundary coordination between
neighboring authorities’, strategic routes that alleviate pressure on heavily
trafficked routes and pre-planning on a network basis were identified.
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Figure 2: Utility strike causal factors in streetworks
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Nevertheless, Figure 2 highlights through a systematic approach the potential causal factors
of utility strikes. The identification of these causal factors arose principally as a result of
the numerous indirect discussions of utility strikes with different staff members and
organisations engaged in this research study, instead of trying to find direct explanations
that occurred for strike incidents that operatives had been involved in. The thematic
analysis of these numerous conversations culminated in the identification of the most
prominent themes and enabled the identification of four distinctive utility strike causal
factor ‘categories’: (1) Sequencing, Planning and Programming, (2) Competence and
Training, (3) Physical Site Considerations, and (4) Excavation Technique.
Both the categories of ‘Competence and Training’ and ‘Excavation Technique’ were closely
related by site staff, especially excavation operatives with money, and more precisely the
management’s money. Money not spent when needed to provide appropriate work
equipment was a common criticism and the unavailability of appropriate work equipment
and tools was directly connected with an increase in Health and Safety (H&S) risk within
excavation work practices. Excavation payment methods often used, either bonus based
work on a specific timescale or rate per metre laid, were similarly connected by the site
operatives with an increase in H&S risk as well as a corresponding increase in the probability
that a utility strike incident would occur. Although the likely dangers of excavation work
were clearly expressed and recognised, site operatives regarded these two factors as being
in open opposition with safe working practices that promote ‘zero harm’, for instance, it
often was the case that site operatives argued that there was no motivation to conduct
excavation work using the right approach when incentives promoted a different way.
Money similarly created another barrier within different organisations between the site
operatives and management teams in charge of streetworks, which also materialised
through several conversations into the category of ‘Sequencing, Planning and Programming’.
Site operatives highlighted on numerous occasions that there tended to be a lack of
communication as well as management familiarity and understanding of the site
environment, which translated on a tangible working level to a disconnect with the actual
requirements needed by site operatives to follow the systems and processes that
management had put in place. Time and again management were criticised, especially in
streetworks for ‘Term Maintenance’ contracts of making poor decisions with regard to work
practice whilst other options were available, as well as formulating ‘difficult-to-follow’
systems and processes. The general communication between management and site
operatives where strike incidents were experienced on a regular basis tended to be poor,
with site operatives expressing frustration that their concerns when raised to management
did not appear to be addressed, whilst management also communicated frustration with site
operatives when requesting for example, records to be catalogued with regard to near
misses during all excavation activities. It was observed in several organisations that none of
these concerns and frustrations were revisited through constructive feedback or noticeable
amendments to working practice, with the maxim ‘this is the way things are, have to get on
with it’ a common statement amongst site operatives.
The last category of ‘Physical Site Considerations’ materialised through several site visits
where utility strike incidents had been experienced. Blame for the occurrence of utility
strike incidents given in this category was largely centred on external factors outside the
control of site operatives, especially poor working practice by previous excavation site
operatives who had not installed and/or maintained the utility services according to best
practice (see NJUG, 2003). Nonetheless, site operatives did acknowledge consistently that
in the event these physical site considerations were not an issue, the occurrence of a utility
strike incidents could be triggered by the other aforementioned potential causal factors
that in turn resulted in their own poor performance.
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The utility strike causal factors mapped in Figure 3 illustrate the need to understand the
system wide issues when understanding the cause and true cost of a utility strike incident.
A key observation in the course of conversation with site operatives was that all site
operatives were acquainted and mindful of the H&S risk hazards related with their work,
and their companies ‘safe system of work’ (SSOW) procedures to control and stop any utility
strike taking place. However, all but one operative throughout the course of this research
study had not struck a cable during excavation activities in the past. Remarkably, most of
the operatives interviewed could not communicate why the utility strike happened, and
were unwilling in most cases to provide any further insight, or speculate as to the primary
or contributory causes of the strike incident. To be sure, this general scenario encountered
on site was often followed by the maxim ‘accidents will happen’; essentially the consensus
amongst site operatives was that accidents cannot be avoided, all risk cannot be eliminated,
and the occurrence of utility strikes are an inevitable part of the job.
A review of existing streetworks literature (NRSWA, 1991; Brady et al., 2001; DETR, 2001;
McMahon et al., 2005; Metje et al., 2007; Parker, 2008a, 2008b; Butcher, 2010; Rogers et
al., 2012) as well as several discussions with site staff centred on utility strikes and safe
digging practices as experienced by the operatives daily. It facilitated the mapping of the
site level causal factors through a commercial lens, that contribute to the occurrence of
utility strikes (see Figure 3), connecting the utility strike incident to the upstream factors
(in the office) and the downstream factors (on the site) along the causal chain that
propagates human error. The causal chain, although simplistic in nature, illustrates the way
in which the current working practice driven by commercial policy, in just five steps can
lead to the occurrence of a utility strike incident. In actual fact, commercial policy as
observed in this research study is a by-product of many other components, even so, it is
here utilised to symbolise management practice and the inevitable direct impact it has on
health and safety policy. This reference to commercial policy and the management
hierarchy that implements it, is very important to understanding the reason behind current
working practices which for all intents and purposes are meant to facilitate the right and
safe approach throughout streetworks activities, but in fact are a delivery system of human
error, in some cases leading to the occurrence of a utility strike incident. This is best
exemplified when looking at the situation counterintuitively, i.e. when site operatives
attempted to communicate feedback/ raise issues to senior management ‘up the chain’, no
action was generally taken on their feedback/ issues raised – bringing about a ‘them and us’
culture that only seems to reinforce negative working practices by site operatives, and by
consequence the occurrence and recurrence of utility strike incidents.

Figure 3: Utility strike human error causal chain driven by commercial policies
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1.3 Utility Strikes: A Current View from Industry
Over the last decade it has become increasingly clear in the construction industry that there
is a level of disquiet about the way in which streetworks, particularly utility strikes are
affecting already congested streets, predominantly in London and other major cities in the
UK (USAG, 2012, 2013, 2015). There is also the need for a more sustainable and safe means
of conducting streetworks (Hayes et al., 2012).
This disquiet with respect to the perceived high level of negative impacts that utility strikes
were having on the industry and society as a whole led to the formation of the Utility Strike
Avoidance Group (USAG), a collaborative group (see Figure 4) of currently over 150 utilities’
asset owners, industry groups and contractors whose chief aim is to reduce the number and
severity of utility strikes currently experienced in industry through safe working practices.
In particular USAG seeks to help those carrying out work to avoid disrupting supplies through
accidental strikes on utilities in the ground. The official USAG safe dig streetworks Charter
(USAG, 2012) was signed in 2012, and being launched by the then Transport Minister Norman Barker MP.
Service Providers

Contractors

USAG Charter
Signitories

Asset Owners

Associations and
Regulators

Figure 4: Utility Strike Avoidance Group (USAG) Charter signatories
The Charter is an industry led initiative compiled by the different actors in the utilities
sector, and seeks to bridge the gap that currently exists with respect to coexisting rights
between the different groups of Charter signatories (see Figure 4), and highlights the need
for a proportional collaborative balance that must be struck between the Charter signatories
to aid the avoidance of utility strikes. By signing the Charter (USAG, 2012), signatories agree
that they will:
1. “Ensure that all work carried out by their organisation or on their behalf is properly
planned and that those responsible are aware of their responsibilities and how to
carry them out.
2. Ensure that all people working on their behalf are assessed to ensure they are
competent and capable of carrying out the task given to them and that at least one
person in each work team is competent in the use of cable detection equipment to
its full potential.
3. Ensure that excavations, including those undertaken by anyone excavating on their
behalf, are carried out in accordance with safe systems of work, company or USAG
procedures.
4. Ensure that the equipment provided for the detection and avoidance of services is
inspected, calibrated and tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s
requirements and that records are kept, including a daily check to ensure that the
equipment continues to operate as expected.
5. Ensure that all those working, including those on their behalf use the correct
protective equipment and are trained in its use.
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6. Ensure that relevant latest utility asset drawings are available to people excavating,
that their work is inspected and audited and that failure to achieve the expected
standards is recorded.
7. Ensure that where damage to utility assets occur, a suitable and sufficient
investigation takes place, that learning is shared and that action is taken to reduce
the risks to those carrying out the work” (USAG, 2012).
The drive as a result of the Charter launch in 2012 (USAG, 2012), is to begin the process of
taking an industry that pulls in different directions to ultimately a harmonised approach by
all signatories, and where the Charter is fully implemented and supported. This high level
vision necessitates a significant change within the whole industry – from the people
(competence, behaviours and engagement with the supply chain), the systems (common
systems, supply chain reliability and robustness in the system that is able to retain this
functionality over time i.e. resilience), the culture and personnel behaviour (positive
attitudes toward safety, intentional hazard reduction and assessment of before and after to
measure progress), and lastly corporate responsibility (reduced damage to business, reduced
disruption to customers and enhanced reputation).
Such a change does not happen overnight and the huge support and backing for the USAG
Charter (USAG, 2012) only highlights the need to better understand utility strikes
systematically and their true cost to the industry and society at large. The current baseline
of the utilities industry with respect to the utility strikes is summarised in Figure 5. The
survey of companies conducted by Civil Engineering and Contractors Association (CECA) in
2012 (Cummins, 2012) highlights the current approach adopted by industry, summarised in
this report into four principal areas: (1) Sequencing, planning and programming; (2)
Competence and training; (3) Physical site considerations, and (4) Excavation technique to coincide with the thematic categories of utility strike causal factors summarised in Figure
2.
From the survey questions that correspond to the ‘Sequencing, Planning and Programming’,
the utilities industry at present records the number of utility strikes experienced to a varying
degree of detail (Metje et al., 2015; USAG, 2015) and in most cases (57% of the time) the
direct cost of repair of any utility strike incident (Cummins, 2012). Unfortunately, even for
the strike incidents where the direct cost of repair is noted, it often is the case that any
attempts to obtain meaningful data of the cost of repairs and/or interruption to the program
of works is still very difficult as continuous up-to-date records are rarely held, with respect
to this kind of information (29% of companies record other costs besides direct costs
(Cummins, 2012)). Additionally, it also tends to be quite difficult to obtain any meaningful
cost data on monthly and/ or annual accumulated utility strike cost records as evidenced
during the course of this research study. The utilities industry as a whole would benefit from
the development of a procedure/ process to capture transparent records for all utility strike
incidents and related costs over time, for not only the direct cost of repair of services as is
currently the case, but also the indirect and/or social cost brought about by delay and
disruption. The implementation of such a procedure will over time permit companies to
relate the number of utility strikes to the number of excavations, or size of the project(s)
on which the strike incident(s) occurred. This is vital in order to assess whether any
interventions are having an impact on the strike rates experienced across the industry.
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A Senior Manager

Streetworks

A Manager

Roadworks

Streetworks Maintenance

The Roles of Those Involved in
Utilities Decision Making

A Supervisor
Project Finish

Sequencing, Planning and Programming

Physical Site Considerations

Survey Questions: 1-5*

Survey Questions: 9-11*
DOWNSTREAM

Utility Strike

UPSTREAM

Competence and Training

Excavation Technique

Survey Questions: 6-8*

Survey Questions: 12-17*

A Result of Causal Chain of Decision Making
From: (1) Upstream, and/ or; (2) Downstream,
and/ or (3) Human Error

Current UK Utility Industry Baseline Survey*
Q1. Direct cost of utility strikes measured on a regular basis?

No, 43%

Yes, 57%

Q2. Tally of other costs (indirect and/or social) incurred during service strikes kept?

No, 71%

Yes, 29%

Q3. Company has an adequate permit to dig system?

No, 14%

Yes, 86%

Q4. Company has a specific utility strike implementation plan with actions and targets?

No, 71%

Yes, 29%

Q5. Service location - separate exercise/ item on your programme?

No, 86%

Yes, 14%

Q6. Formal training for operatives on safe digging techniques provided?

No, 43%

Yes, 57%

Q7. Formal training for subcontractors on safe digging techniques provided?

No, 86%

Yes, 14%

Q8. Are Operatives acknowledged or praised for avoiding service?

No, 71%

Yes, 29%

Q9. Dedicated service survey co-ordinator to the main dig team?

No, 57%

Yes, 43%

Q10. You have a dial before you dig system?

No, 14%

Yes, 86%

Q11. Formal escalation process for utility strikes in place?

Yes, 100%

Q12. Do you measure the number of utility services successfully avoided or similar?

No, 14%

Yes, 86%

Q13. Genny is used as much as it should be?

No, 86%

Yes, 14%

Q14. A number of services would still be damaged if the genny was used?

No, 100%

Q15. Supervisors praised/ rewarded for their performance in avoiding services?

No, 57%

Yes, 43%

Q16. Supervisors disciplined/ removed from the site for damaging services?

No, 57%

Yes, 43%
Yes, 71%

Q17. Operatives disciplined or removed from site for poor working practice?

No, 29%

* Survey responses based on 2012 CECA survey of: (1) BAM Nuttall Ltd and BAM Ritchies; (2) Barhale Construction PLC; (3) Bilfinger Construction UK Ltd; (4) Expanded Ltd and Laing O Rourke Civil
Engineering Ltd; (5) Farrans (Construction) Ltd; (6) George Leslie Ltd; (7) May Gurney Ltd, and (8) Morrison Construction (Galliford Try)

Figure 5: CECA 2012 survey of utility contractor’s views on utility strikes in streetworks (survey data from Cummins, 2012)
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On the Site

In the Office

An Excavation Operative

Of those companies interviewed by CECA (Cummins, 2012), 86% of companies have a ‘permit
to dig’ system that permits excavation to begin when the ‘all clear’ has been provided by
the supervisor in charge. The majority of the companies as stated by Cummins (2012) have
similar permit to dig processes, consisting of efforts to collect and sort information about
service locations from plans and drawings provided by different utility companies and clients
and/ or construction design and management (CDM) coordinators, commissioning of a utility
(geophysical) survey from utility experts to detect and locate buried utilities prior to
excavation and lastly marking up the location of assumed services. Of those companies
interviewed by CECA (Cummins, 2012), 71% have no specific utility strike implementation
plan. This clearly shows that a lot more can, and should be done to reduce the occurrence
of utility strikes. The formulation of a specific improvement plan with the appropriate strike
reduction targets would help to focus efforts on reducing occurrence of utility strikes, the
USAG Charter thus acts to initiate this process for companies’, thus bridging this wide gap
in industry.
The last question under ‘Sequencing, Planning and Programming’ was question 5 with
respect to ‘service location’ (Cummins, 2012; Figure 5). Only 14% of companies surveyed
indicated that service location was a separate planned as well as programmed activity. The
majority of companies in industry generally carry out ‘active service avoidance’ as part of
the excavation process. Excavation activities are consistently programmed for with
accompanying resources and materials budgeted for. However, a clear distinction ought to
be drawn between the approaches of ‘active service detection’ and ‘active service
avoidance’. Active service detection can be described as the process whereby the activity
of detecting/ locating underground utility services is notably separate from the excavation
process. A utility surveyor is either contracted, or operators are provided with the necessary
training and tools to detect buried assets. It should be noted however that a geophysical
survey, including a CAT & Genny, should be a specialist job, and not left to operatives on
site (Jeong et al., 2004; Zembillas & Beyer, 2004; Ellis & Lee, 2005; Zembillas, 2008; Sterling
et al., 2009; Thelin et al., 2011). As part of utilities programme management, an ‘active
service detection’ activity schedule is produced, with appropriate resources and time. At a
minimum a team of two is tasked with surveying, with at least one of the ‘service locators’
coming from the excavation team (Cummins, 2012). The Genny should be fully equipped,
with all the necessary accessories, and is employed first in the service location process, not
last. Service avoidance in contrast can be described as the process whereby attempts are
made to detect utility services at, or just before, excavation. Often the CAT is the
instrument of choice to find utility services on radio and power mode; sometimes the Genny
is also utilised, but certainly not all the time (Cummins, 2012). The CAT is most often than
not used by one person, perhaps the machine operator or the ganger, who has received
training through the NRSWA course (Cummins, 2012), and who has been given the task of
using the CAT without fully understanding its limitations.
Kraus et al. (2012) highlighted utility investigation trends for Subsurface Utility Engineering
(SUE) i.e. ‘active service detection’, aimed at detection of utility conflicts (see Figure 6).
Their findings provided insight as to the sorts of challenges that are likely to be faced in the
UK, following the introduction of PAS 128 (BSI, 2014), which is akin to ASCE 38/02 (ASCE,
2002), a specification aimed at standardising ‘active service detection’ in the USA’s utilities
industry. There are four key lessons learnt from Kraus et al. (2012) which may also be
applicable to the UK:
1. Confusion among stakeholders about PAS 128 terminology: Kraus et al. (2012) survey
findings indicate that considerable confusion might be experienced with reference
to basic PAS 128 terminology, with some stakeholders unfamiliar with the PAS 128
acronym itself. Other stakeholders will presume that PAS 128 data collections as QLB
or QLA survey data collections only, disregarding QLC and QLD. QLC and QLD survey
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type data collections are often performed in-house as no specialist equipment is
needed. QLB and QLA survey data collections require specialised equipment that
most companies do not have, so project managers have to hire a specialist PAS 128
contractor to collect this type of data. This fact possibly will also further cause the
common confusion that PAS 128 data collection only refers to geophysical surveys
(QLB) and/or proving excavations (QLA).
2. Unfamiliarity with QLB and QLA technology: Kraus et al. (2012) survey findings
further indicate that several stakeholders will be unfamiliar (lack knowledge) with
respect to the different types of technologies that are employed for QLB and QLA
data collections.
3. Lack of knowledge or experience about the best use of QLB and QLA technology:
Kraus et al. (2012) suggested that there may be unrealistic expectations on the user
side, a lack of experience or performance on the PAS 128 practitioners side, or a
combination of both. Most QLA will be requested during construction activities (see
Figure 6), however, during construction QLA cannot be employed as efficiently to
avoid project delays and cost increases as during the earlier part of the project life
cycle.
4. Need for training and education: Kraus et al. (2012) indicated that the high cost of
QLB and QLA surveys is commonly cited as the main factor stopping their frequent
use. Training and education will be required overtime, to inform industry
stakeholders on the benefits of PAS 128 and the residual role depending on the
different QLs. Furthermore, the ROI still needs to be determined to increase the
uptake of PAS 128.

Figure 6: Expected PAS 128 utility data collection and conflict resolution during the
project development process - lessons learnt from SUE in the USA (Kraus et al., 2012)
The industry at present views digging as part of a ‘production’ line and locating utility
services is perceived as adding delay to the digging, and therefore a delay in ‘production’.
Planning for utility service location as a separate exercise to the main streetworks
excavation has the potential to significantly reduce the occurrence of utility strike incidents
that occur when service avoidance is the core approach used as part of the excavation
process. This would require adequate resources (survey co-ordinator:- see CECA (Cummins,
2012) survey question 9) and time allocation to locate services, and the industry is
transitioning to an approach based on ‘active service detection’ as opposed to the current
approach by most companies of ‘active service avoidance’. PAS128 seeks to establish a
standardised approach that harmonises the wide ranging methods in both the acquisition
and recording of underground utility information across the industry, bringing more
transparency and an improved understanding to the different levels (Quality Level: A, B, C
and D) of utility surveys that are existing and supplied. This will bring the UK in line with
Malaysia, Australia, Canada and the USA who all have their own standard (Metje et al.,
2013).
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Questions 5-8 in the CECA survey (Cummins, 2012) with respect to the ‘Competence and
Training’ of personnel (see Figure 5) paint a picture of an industry where those involved in
excavations around utility services, and the accompanying supervision of such activities, are
not given the support through training to be competent for the work they are to undertake.
The adequate training for excavation operatives and subcontractors, along with knowledge,
experience and technique skill cultivates such competence (Cadman, 2013). Most companies
will generally send their operatives to a NRSWA course (Cummins, 2012), only a few would
additionally send their operatives to a bespoke service location course (Guilds, 2015). The
CAT and Genny can have as many as 15 distinct configurations and techniques to use to
locate services, some of which require two utility surveyors to carry out the utility detection
at the same time (Cummins, 2012). Certain conditions (e.g. the utility service being encased
in concrete) can block or interfere with the CAT and Genny locating utility services. It is
widely acknowledged in industry that the NRSWA course affords an awareness of the location
equipment and accompanying techniques to use them rather than training (Cummins, 2012).
The course does not train the operative on the tracing techniques that the CAT and Genny
are capable of. Many companies run their own separate half day courses to supplement the
NRSWA course. A best practice approach identified as part of this study was the observation
of one company train their workers by way of a six-module course over the space of 12-18
months. This approach to training permits adequate time for operatives to be both taught
and be competent on all operations and limitations of the CAT and Genny. This approach
also permits training to be accompanied with coaching over the 12-18 month period, for
example as provided by the Mapping the Underworld Centre of Excellence (MTUCoE, 2015).
Furthermore, NVQ modules on utility mapping and excavation aligned to PAS 128 (OFQUAL,
2012) provide training, which can be taken to degree level. The manner in which training of
site operatives and subcontractors is conducted at present in industry generally, needs to
significantly improve if the industry is going to experience a reduction utility strikes, and by
consequence, realise the vision set out by the USAG Charter (Bust et al., 2008; Choudhry &
Fang, 2008; Dingsdag et al., 2008; Hinze, 2008; Cummins, 2012; Cadman, 2013; Khosravi et
al., 2014; Sherratt, 2014).
The questions in the CECA survey (Cummins, 2012) with respect to ‘Excavation Technique’
paint a grim picture. The survey, in addition to observations made during this research
study, established that the Genny, although an integral part of the service location
equipment, is more often an added extra piece of equipment, left in the back of stores and
vans and not used (86% of companies said the Genny is not used as much as it should be, see
question 13). 100% of companies based on survey question 14 stated that if the CAT was
used in conjunction with the Genny, that there would be a significant drop in the number
of utility strike incidents. The lack of Genny use when attempting to locate utility services
is one of the most common failings when employing a service avoidance approach. There
were a number of observations made in the course of this study as to why the Genny is not
used as much as it should be. It often takes more time to use the Genny in conjunction with
the CAT, as a result, and thus behaviourally less likely to happen. Thus, it is easier to use
the CAT on its own. There is also a widely held belief by site operatives that the CAT, on
Power and Radio mode, will detect most utility services if employed properly. Ill-advisedly,
if the Genny is not employed throughout service location, up to 30-60% of utility service
could be missed (Cummins, 2012). The use of the Genny has to be increased in use, thus
bringing about an increased rate of utility service detection; the company Galliford
Try/Morrison Construction exhibited a 45% reduction in utility strikes when they made use
of the Genny mandatory in all service location activities (Cummins, 2012).
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1.4 Costs Caused by Utility Strikes and their Terminology
When considering works carried out on or beneath the highway, the distinction should be
made between streetworks (which are carried out by statutory undertakers, such as water
companies where the majority of utility strikes occur) and highway works (which are
maintenance works carried out by the highway authorities). Naturally, there will be utility
strike costs associated with all such works, but the focus of this review is the costs
associated with utility strikes on buried asset infrastructure, and so will necessarily
concentrate on streetworks.
There has been some debate in recent years as to the extent of these costs brought about
by utility strikes (WWT, 2015), with little to no evidence to substantiate any position taken
until recently, the evidence principally focussed on the direct cost of utility strikes – see
Metje et al. (2015). CECA estimates that the UK experiences at least 60000 utility strikes a
year (ICE, 2015; USAG, 2015), this only puts more emphasis on the need to not only
understand, but mitigate the impact borne to the industry (asset owners, contractors and
service providers) and society at large through utility strikes, which often invariably result
in considerable costs (Christopher et al., 2009; WWT, 2015).
The direct construction costs incurred by the utility industry are usually in the form of
planning, design, labour, insurance claims, back office support, and supervision costs.
Moreover, indirect costs are also incurred to the utilities apparatus, for instance, third party
damage to adjacent utility apparatus and to private property. The costs, which are incurred
by society at large (social costs), can take the form of damage to the environment, air
pollution, greater than before levels of noise, disruption to the local community and
businesses, and traffic delay to road users. McMahon et al. (2005) approximated that the
social costs borne by society at large due to streetworks could be approximately £5.5
billion/year. Yet the share of this social cost that is brought about by utility strikes is yet to
be established.
Taking into consideration the vast network of utility infrastructure buried underneath the
UK’s highways, its inevitable repair, maintenance as well as improvement long into the
future, in addition to the constantly increasing levels of road traffic, it is quite probable
that the social costs will only escalate further in years to come. Altogether these direct,
indirect and social costs combined are the ‘true costs’ related to utility strikes. Figure 7
illustrates some of the different direct, indirect and social costs that can be brought about
by a utility strike incident, in addition to other important issues to consider in the event of
a strike incident.
1.4.1 Examples of Utility Strike Incidents
A wide-ranging review of some past utility strike example case study incidents can be found
in Appendix A, based on case studies from Scottish Power Energy Networks (SP, 2013a,
2013c, 2013d, 2013b, 2013e, 2013f). These example case studies act to illustrate several
ways in which a strike incident can take place, in addition to the potential range of impacts
they can have. They also serve to demonstrate why it is important determine the true costs
of a strike incident.
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Figure 7: Examples of utility strike cost indicators that could occur when a utility strike incident happens
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2.0 Methodology: Quantification of the True Costs of Utility Strikes
The immediate community wherein a utility strike happens to take place can often find
themselves subjected to negative impacts such as traffic delays, loss of business income and
several other annoyances that ultimately lead to economic losses. Direct costs as a result of
the strike incident are those paid directly for the repair of any damage to the utility, indirect
costs occur on third parties to the contractual agreement, whilst social costs are
experienced by person(s) not engaged in the contractual agreement as a result of the utility
strike. The social costs as a result of utility strikes can be considerable, especially those
related to traffic delays to road users, and more often than not exceed the collective costs
of direct and indirect costs incurred due to a utility strike incident. Both social and indirect
costs of utility strikes, whilst widely acknowledged (Metje et al., 2015) are rarely
contemplated in the design, planning or tendering process of utility projects in the UK. This
phenomenon is largely a result of the difficulty encountered when quantifying these costs.
A different approach is needed with respect to the traditional views of utility strike impacts
centred on direct cost of repair. The following section looks at the core aspects of the
traditional viewpoint versus the viewpoint of the new approach in both form and function.
2.1 Current versus New Approach to Quantification of Utility Strike Impact
The utilities industry currently records the number of utility strikes (USAG, 2015) as well as
recording the direct costs of these strikes as the core means of quantifying their impact on
the business (Metje et al., 2015). Figure 8 shows the current approach of measuring and
capturing the impact of utility strikes. As can be seen in the embedded model, the economic
system is a direct product of the socio-ecological system, and it is understood that the utility
strike impact does not interface with the socio-ecological system – the extent to which is
not established i.e. quantified.

Figure 8: Traditional view of utility strike impact where direct costs are the only
measure.
To address this current shortcoming in the understanding of the true cost of utility strikes,
a relevant data capture methodology is required to quantify the true costs of strikes i.e.
the direct, indirect and social costs combined. This is reflected through adopting a different
approach to move past the current view held in industry as to how the cost of a utility strike
is measured, to a new approach that captures the full impact i.e. the ‘true costs’. Figure 9
shows the new approach at measuring and capturing the impact of utility strikes. As can be
seen in the embedded model, the economic system is a direct product of the socioecological system, and it is understood that the utility strike impact interfaces with the
socio-ecological system – the extent to which has to be established i.e. quantified.
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Figure 9: New approach at measuring and capturing the true impact of utility strikes,
taking into account the direct, indirect and social costs as a result of its interface with the
socio-ecological system
With this understanding in mind, the next section in this report will outline the methods and
tools can be employed to quantify the true cost of a utility strike incident using the new
approach.
2.2 Methods and Tools for Quantification – New Approach
A key distinction that is important to note in the quantification of a utility strike true cost
using the new approach is the understanding between: (1) factual numbers, and (2) derived
numbers. Factual numbers form to a large degree the sort of utility strike cost information
that a company retains, for instance the direct cost of utility damage repair, be it the
administrative, supervision or construction costs. This is information, depending on the
organisation in question could be readily available. However, in reality as evidenced during
the course of this research study, most factual cost data (numbers) is held in a disparate
fashion, frequently in different departments and often necessitates a significant
expenditure of time and effort to piece together in the event of a utility strike incident.
Whilst quite useful, factual numbers are limited to what information a company chooses to
record in the event of a utility strike, in addition to any corresponding strike cost data
(Metje et al., 2015). There is also no harmonised industry standard at present as to any cost
data specific to utility strikes (direct, indirect and social costs) going beyond simply
recording the characteristics of the strike incident (incidents by month, incidents by
weekday, incidents by time of day, incidents by location type, incidents by equipment used,
incidents by asset damaged and incidents by cause of damage) (USAG, 2015).
Derived numbers on the other hand can be defined as a measureable utility strike cost that
can be quantified in monetary terms, and obtained using cost indicator(s) (see Figure 7)
with their accompanying valuation method, underpinned by the contextual narrative of the
strike incident (see Section 2.3), by a sequence of logical steps (see Section 2.4). Derived
numbers firstly necessitate the identification of adverse impacts (e.g. noise, prolonged
closure of road space) brought about by the utility strike incident under examination, and
these adverse impacts form the base concept (using valuation methods) that is either
modified or extended to derive the corresponding indirect and/or social cost indicator.
Derived numbers are not held in any computer database and form the large part of indirect
and social costs that utility strike incidents cause. As such, the focus of the ‘New Approach’
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to quantification is based principally on derived numbers. The true cost of utility strikes can
therefore then be understood as:
True cost of utility strike = factual numbers + derived numbers
As shown in Table 1, the valuation of derived numbers can be accomplished using different
methods, with the most suitable option subject to the nature of the utility strike cost impact
under consideration. These methods are classified into two main categories, direct valuation
methods and indirect valuation methods. The seven derived number valuation methods
summarised in Table 1 were developed in the fields of economics and actuarial science, and
are a sample of the several methods that are currently available (Matthews & Allouche,
2010; Ariaratnam et al., 2013; Matthews et al., 2015; Robinson et al., 2015). The interested
reader is directed to the work of Gilchrist and Allouche (2005) for specialised references, in
addition to a thorough introduction, and fuller treatment of the different valuation methods
herein presented. The point of emphasis in the use of any valuation method chosen to
quantify derived numbers, is that contributions of all relevant utility strike cost indicators
should be considered, the extent to which is beyond the scope of this report.
Table 1: Suggested valuation methods for selected derived numbers of utility strike cost
indicators (adapted from Gilchrist & Allouche, 2005)
Derived numbers indicator

Valuation methoda
1
2
3

Traffic
Loss of parking space
Fuel consumption
Accelerated detrioration
Travel time
Traffic accidents
Road rage
Economic activities
Loss of income
Productivity reduction
Reduction in taxes and revenues
Reduction in value of properties
Property damage

4

5

6

7

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

Health/ social/ ecological
Health costs
X
X
Reduced quality of life
X
Restoration costs
X
X
Partially after: Tsunokawa and Hoban (1997)
a
Direct methods: 1, loss of productivity; 2, human capital; 3, replacement cost; 4, lane
closure cost. Indirect methods: 5, hedonic pricing; 6, user delay cost; 7, contigent valuation
technique
The following section outlines the wide-ranging data collection of the utility strike incident
through an investigation questionnaire, detailing both its form and function to establish both
the extent and costs (indirect and social) that could be derived using the new approach.
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2.3 Questionnaire for Data Collection – New Approach
The utility strike information questionnaire form (please refer to Appendix B for the
‘Detailed Utility Strike Information Form’) is a ‘tool’ for collecting and recording
information about a particular utility strike incident. It seeks to gather:
1. Factual information in order to classify the view of site supervisor(s)/ operative(s)
and their circumstances at the time of the utility strike incident.
2. An understanding through the factual information of the basic attitudes/ opinions of
the site staff relating to the utility strike.
3. To use the ‘baseline’ information which can then be tracked overtime to examine
changes.
The questionnaire has six principal sections:









Section 1 – General Details: the questions in this section seek to gather information
on site specific characteristics at the time which the utility strike incident took
place.
Section 2 – Utility Damage Details: the questions in this section seek to gather
information on the strike incident, the causal chain after the strike, what was struck,
how it was struck, and what remedial actions were taken to resolve the incident.
Section 3 – Statutory Drawings: the questions in this section seek to gather
information on the statutory drawings available, the accuracy of the drawings, and
the basis of the statutory drawings information i.e. historical information versus
current utility survey.
Section 4 – Cable Avoidance Procedures: the questions in this section seek to gather
information on the utilities survey approach employed at the time of the utility strike
incident i.e. utility location/ detection, or utility avoidance.
Section 5 – Other Relevant Utility Strike Questions: the questions in this section seek
to gather information on any other relevant information in the context of the strike
incident that was observed, which could serve to inform on the wider impacts caused
by the utility strike incident.
Section 6 – Utility Strike Cost Questions: the questions in this section seek to gather
information on the costs (direct, indirect and social – where available) brought about
by the strike incident, in addition to who can be contacted in the event cost
information is unavailable.

The information gathered from the questionnaire permits an analysis (where possible) of
the overall programme of utility strike management within the host company i.e. the
approach to health and safety, in addition to pivotal information as to why the utility strike
incident occurred. In a deeper sense, it also permits (where possible, having the opportunity
to talk to staff involved in the incident) an understanding of external environmental factors
at the time of the strike incident, aiding to identify the indirect and social impacts, in
addition to the direct impact caused by the utility strike incident. The following section
presents a flow chart that pieces Sections 2.1 - 2.3 together.
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2.4 Putting it All Together – Flow Chart of the New Approach
The flow chart was designed to categorise the basic working parts and analytical connections
amongst the essential elements (see Sections 2.1 – 2.3) that permit quantification of the
‘true cost’ of utility strikes, and is best communicated by a flow chart shown in Figure 10.
The final ratio (IC+SC/DC) of utility strike true costs provides an understanding of the order
of magnitude between the current traditional views of utility strike impact, versus the new
approach to utility strike impact.

Figure 10: Utility strike 'New Approach' quantification decision-making flow chart
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3.0 Results and Discussion
To address the shortcomings in the understanding of the ‘true cost’ of utility strikes (Metje
et al., 2015), a relevant data capture methodology was formulated to quantify (where
possible) the true cost of utility strikes (see Figure 10). This chapter details 16 case studies
that were quantified using the ‘New Approach’ presented in Chapter 2 as a means of bridging
this gap in knowledge.
3.1 Case Study Profiles
The key focus in this research study was the selection of individual projects where utility
strikes were experienced. Moreover, these projects (where possible) included a mix of
utilities to obtain a mix of projects ranging from simple to complex. A key selection criterion
(where possible) was the selection of project(s) where the designers, constructors, and users
were still available to conduct interviews; thus providing important context as to why the
utility strike incident happened, and the conditions around the incident on the day.
Moreover, this provided important information where a paper record of the utility strike
incident was not available. The case study data collection process took place over six months
(October 2014 to March 2015), and included several site visits to apply the data capture and
quantification methodology.
3.2 Utility Strike Analysis - Characteristics of the 16 Case Studies
3.2.1 What Type of Utility was Damaged?
Figure 11 shows a breakdown of the different utility strikes damaged from the total 16 strike
case studies. From Figure 11 it is clear that electric and gas were the most damaged utilities.
Given the small sample size of utility strike incidents, no noticeable trend can be drawn
further from Figure 11. More information on the breakdown of utility strikes by type can be
found in Metje et al. (2015) and USAG (2015).
E - HV
6%

Water
13%
Telecoms
6%

Gas LP
13%
E - LV
50%
Gas HP
12%

E - HV

E - LV

Gas HP

Gas LP

Telecoms

Water

Figure 11: Percentage of all utility strikes by utility affected (16 strike incidents)
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3.2.2 What Tools Caused the Damage?
Figure 12 shows a breakdown of the different types of excavation tools being used when a
strike incident occurred. From Figure 12 it is clear that mini diggers represent the highest
numbers of equipment being used in the 16 case studies in this report which is in contrast
to the findings by Metje et al. (2015), who found that hand tools were the most common.

6%
13%
360 excavator

6%

Air Powered Hand Tool
Diamond Drill
Mini Digger

75%

Figure 12: Percentage of utility strikes per excavation tool (16 strike incidents)
3.2.3 What was the Depth of the Damaged Utility?
Figure 13 shows a breakdown of the depth of the different utilities damaged in this research
study, together with the type and diameter (where known). Figure 13 makes it clear that
no correlation can be drawn as to whether the depth of utility actually contributes to a
strike incident given the small sample size of 16 case studies. The range of depth of the
damaged utility is from 90mm – 1600mm from the surface, indicating that the depth alone
cannot be singled out as a causal factor when retracing the root cause of these strike
incidents, although this would be worth further investigation.
N/A WATER
N/A GAS LP
N/A ELECTRIC LV
N/A ELECTRIC
N/A COMMUNICATIONS CABLE
90MM ELECTRIC LV
600MM ELECTRIC HV
500MM GAS HP
300MM GAS HP
300MM ELECTRIC LV
1600MM WATER
150MM GAS LP
150MM ELECTRIC LV

1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
0

1

2

3

Number of Strike Incidents

Figure 13: Depth of the damaged utility of each strike incident (16 strike incidents). N/A =
Depth of damaged utility ‘Not Available’ i.e. not recorded
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3.2.4 Was the Cable/ Pipe Encased in Concrete?
Figure 14 shows a breakdown of whether the utilities were encased in concrete or not.
Services encased in concrete dramatically increase the possibility of a utility strike incident
taking place as well as services that were not at the specified depth.
5

4

3

2

1

0

YES

N/A

E - HV
Total

1

NO

YES

NO

E - LV
1

3

YES

Gas HP
4

1

YES

YES

YES

Gas LP Telecoms Water
1

2

1

1

Figure 14: Utility services encased in concrete (16 strike incidents). N/A = Not Available
i.e. not recorded.
Most companies surveyed as part of this study employ safe digging best practice i.e. an
exclusion zone for untraceable utility services. Where services cannot be detected by the
use of a CAT scanner i.e. PE (plastic) Gas & Water, and pot-ended electric cables, and where
no as-built information has been taken as well as where there is no visible indication of the
services from surface level i.e. valves, and chambers, an automatic 600mm red exclusion
zone is used when excavating either side of expected service location regardless of depth.
Observations were made on site of excavation techniques as part of a best practice approach
to digging, from undermining the concrete through jet grouting, to hand digging from the
side to expose the service without causing a strike incident.
3.2.5 Were Statutory Drawings Available Prior to Excavation?
Figure 15 shows a breakdown of the availability of statutory drawings prior to excavation
activities for the case studies in this report. All but one of the case studies did have statutory
drawings available before excavation. It was generally found in the course of this research
study that the statutory drawings made available by utility companies were hard to read,
or of varying quality, mostly black and white in colour, and not of much use to site
operatives. These factors were clearly a significant contributory factor as to why the strike
case study incidents occurred irrespective of the availability of statutory drawings.
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N/A
Yes

(N/A), 1, 6%

Yes, 15, 94%

Figure 15: The availability of statutory drawings before excavation (16 strike incidents).
N/A = ‘Not Available’ i.e. not recorded.
3.2.6 Were the Statutory Drawings Accurate?
Figure 16 shows a breakdown of the accuracy of the statutory drawings that were available
on site for the case studies in this report. Figure 16 makes it clear that not all the statutory
drawings that were provided by utility companies or clients were accurate, and were clearly
a significant contributory factor in misinforming correct excavation activities, and by
consequence increased the likelihood of a strike incident taking place. This observation only
makes it more important that active service detection activities be a separate program in
utilities management to compliment desk study utilities information. It is important to note
that any statutory record, no matter how recent, is historic data and as such should be
classified as PAS 128 (BSI, 2014) QLD. This should never be used as the only basis for safe
excavation.

N/A
No

19%

Yes

37%

44%

Figure 16: The accuracy of utility services on the statutory drawings (16 strike incidents).
N/A = ‘Not Available’ i.e. not recorded.
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3.2.7 Utility Detection Carried out Prior to Excavation?
Figure 17 shows a breakdown of the service detection activities carried out before
excavation activities. In only one instance was a QLB PAS 128 survey carried out by the
project manager. Figure 17 clearly shows that the majority of tracing activities were carried
out by in-house staff. Although utilities mapping information through a detection survey was
available in all but three cases before excavation, it nevertheless did not prevent the
occurrence of the strike incident. This phenomenon only points again to a picture where a
combination of different contributory factors cause the strike incident. On a more practical
level, even when services were surveyed and traced, there existed no easy system or method
to feedback these up-to-date information (position and depth of services) to utility
companies to update their records.
NONE NONE
N/A NONE
N/A N/A
N/A CAT AND GENNY
INTERNAL NONE
INTERNAL CAT AND GENNY
INTERNAL CAT
EXTERNAL GPR
0

Total

External
GPR

Internal
CAT

1

2

1

Internal
CAT and
Genny
6

2

3

Internal
None
2

4

5

N/A CAT
N/A N/A
and Genny
2

1

6

7

N/A None None None
1

1

Figure 17: Service detection activities prior to excavation (16 strike incidents). N/A = ‘Not
Available’ i.e. not recorded, whether internally/ externally or the service detection type;
None = No service detection was carried out whether internally or externally (although if
noted it states who recorded this)
3.3 Example of the Cost Quantification Process Using ‘New Approach’
The quantification of the ‘true cost’ of strikes requires an appropriate process i.e. the ‘New
Approach’ (see Section 2.4). The correct implementation of this process is based on suitable
experience, judgement and observation of the logical steps presented in Figure 10. The
process will be illustrated in a concise manner herein through two case studies, with the
intention of giving the reader an understanding of the implementation process of the ‘New
Approach’.
3.3.1 Case Study Number 11
Work was being carried out to divert an existing 18” gas distribution main prior to further
works. The work was being carried out on a cordoned off connecting road (3.75m/lane)
between two major trunk roads. Due to the road closure, a traffic detour was operational
and traffic delays were evident as a result. High street businesses on the affected road were
still able to conduct business, however experiencing noise increase and disruption due to
restricted frontal access for delivery purposes (rear access only), but not affecting the
customer footfall they experienced prior to the streetworks commencing. A utility detection
survey was carried out before excavation activities started. During these excavation
streetworks, a high pressure (HP) gas main was struck by an excavation operative using a
mini digger. An investigation into the strike incident identified that the principal reason for
its occurrence was the inappropriate decisions made by two subcontractor personnel on
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site, whose behaviour was not in keeping with the standards of the undertakers. They made
the decision to remove secondary props leaving the gas installation structure unsuitably
supported, causing the pipe to collide with the strut on the way into the ground. As there
were no secondary props, the shoring failed causing the strike incident. After the incident,
all operatives at the site were suspended and those directly involved were subject to
disciplinary action. The quantification of the ‘true cost’ of this strike incident is as shown
in Figure 18.

Site Visit
C1. Loss of
productivity (LoP)
site work stopped for
3 weeks – 21 days
(Provided by Strike
Investigation)
C2. Severe traffic
delays (TD) an
average of 10hrs/
day for the duration
of 3 weeks
(Provided by Strike
Investigation)

Utility Strike Gas
(HP) Main

Fill Out Detailed
Utility Strike
Information Form

Interview with staff
involved in the strike
incident

YES

Identify strike
impacts that require
derivation i.e.
Derived Numbers
Identify
corresponding utility
strike cost
indicator(s) for
Derived Numbers

YES

Identify strike
impacts that are
Factual Numbers

Identify Department
that holds Factual
Numbers

Aggregation:

Calculation of all
Derived Numbers
(DMs)
C1. LoP = £5000/ day
Total = 21 days
(Calculated using
SPON s price book for
size of works and
typical gang rates)

Total FMs = £7800
(Cost of direct repair
(DC))
+
Total DMs = £278032
(Indirect (IC) + Social
Costs (SC))

Utility Strike
True Cost
=

C2. TD = £173032

£285832

NO

YES

Collate all Factual Numbers
(FNs) from Finance Dept.
= £7800

Ratio
IC+SC /
DC =
35.6

Figure 18: Quantification of the true utility strike cost of case study 11 using the 'New
Approach'
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As can be seen from Figure 18, the quantification of the ‘true cost’ of Case Study 11 began
with a site visit, albeit historical i.e. the initial site visit at the time of the strike incident
and corresponding utility strike investigation were carried out by the project manager and
H&S manager at the time. An in-house strike investigation form, a slight variation of the
detailed strike investigation form (see Appendix B) was filled out, and the record of the
accompanying investigation report (which included the investigation form) was sourced as
part of this research study, thereby providing an important starting point to understanding
the context with respect to the strike incident (what type of utility was struck, scope of
damage, who was involved and the remedial actions taken to resolve the strike incident).
The utility strike incident was quantified using the ‘New Approach’ as part of this research
study and a review of the initial investigation report and discussions with those involved in
the strike incident (some of the personnel involved were available for communication,
although working on different projects at the time of interview) facilitated the
identification of factual and derived numbers for Case Study 11. The factual number i.e.
the direct cost of repair (an insurance claim from National Grid) totalled £7800.
With respect to the derived numbers i.e. indirect and/or social costs caused as a result of
the strike incident, one direct cost and one social cost were identified. The indirect cost as
a result of the strike incident was a loss of productivity (LoP) and delay to the project
schedule. The LoP lasted 3 weeks (21 days) in total. The quantification of the indirect cost
was carried out by the project manager and site finance team at the time of the strike
incident using site finance records in addition to SPON’s price book (2005 edition) for the
size of works, plant hire, typical gang rates, and labour cost of permanent staff involved in
the project. When averaged and adjusted by the project team using the Consumer Price
Index (CPI) to reflect a representative total figure based on the SPON’s price book, the LoP
was £5000/day throughout the 21 day period.
The social cost as a result of the strike incident was traffic delay (TD) due to existing detours
having to remain in place as the utility strike damage was fixed. Based on the complexity
of alternative detour scenarios (C2. TD – see Figure 18), the detour analysis was calculated
assuming that the detour around the streetworks would have an annual average daily traffic
(AADT) of 8000 (a representative figure of the site area – see TfL, 2012) and would be a two
lane similar to the road which was subjected to the streetworks that was under construction
(3.75m width/ lane). It is also assumed that the total length of the detours was 1 mile. A
final assumption was that the traffic delay would only impact productivity during work time
i.e. following the European 48hr week (Barnard et al., 2003) working time directive, which
rounds up to ~10hrs/day (generally a 5 day work week, but in this report taken over a 6.5
day period). Based on these assumptions, the following equations after Tighe et al. (1999)
were used to account for the total traffic delay (adding extra traffic delay time to account
for queuing traffic models, noise, extra pollution and health issues that would be expected
to arise as a result of severe traffic delays – see McMahon et al., 2005) time as a result of
the strike incident: (1) Log(cost) = 0.00051AADT* + 0.8780 (80hr duration) with R2 = 0.899,
and (2) Log(cost) = 0.00051AADT* + 1.169 (200hr duration) with R2 = 0.901
Traffic delay cost (280 hrs) is: Log(cost) = ((0.00051 x 8000 + 0.8780) + (0.00022 x 8000 +
1.169))/1.55 (£ conversion) = £173032
The true cost (TC) of the utility strike (Case Study 11) = factual numbers + derived numbers;
which was:
TC = 7800 + (5000 x 21) + 173032 = £285832
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3.3.2 Case Study Number 13
Whilst carrying out excavation works to determine a route for the installation of a 180mm
watermain, an LV cable was struck by an excavation operative using a hand held breaker,
causing a flash of light/ fire to be emitted. The operatives involved immediately moved
away from the vicinity of the works. It was soon after found that the power supply to the
businesses on two adjacent streets had been lost. The operatives involved were not injured,
the PPE they were wearing was fire retardant, rather than arc resistant. An investigation
into the strike incident identified that the main reason for its occurrence was the lack of
as-built information for position of services & steel plates from previous works in 2010. The
operatives had the misconception that steel plate covered services entirely, when it did
not. The quantification of the ‘true cost’ of this strike incident is shown in Figure 19.
Site Visit
C1. Loss of
productivity (LoP)
site work stopped for
the day
(Provided by Strike
Investigation)
C2. Power lost to
businesses (PltB), 13
in total) on two
adjacent streets for
6.5 hrs circa (9:30 –
17:10)
(Provided by Strike
Investigation)

YES
Calculation of all
Derived Numbers
(DMs)
C1. LoP = £10000
(Calculated using
SPON s price book for
size of works and
typical gang rates)

Utility Strike LV
Cable
(Category 3 street)

Fill Out Detailed
Utility Strike
Information Form

Interview with staff
involved in the strike
incident

YES

Identify strike
impacts that require
derivation i.e.
Derived Numbers
Identify
corresponding utility
strike cost
`
indicator(s) for
Derived Numbers

Identify strike
impacts that are
Factual Numbers

Identify Department
that holds Factual
Numbers

Aggregation:
Total FMs = £7500
(Cost of direct (DC)
repair)
+
Total DMs = £156500
(Indirect (IC) + Social
(SC) Costs)

C2. PltB = £146500

NB: This was calculated by calling all the companies on
these two streets and working out from their business
rates and labour cost (total staff average taken) as a
result, business income lost per hour, using an
aggregated figure as the final sum

NO

YES

Collate all Factual
Numbers (FNs) from
Finance Department
= £7500

Utility Strike
True Cost
=

£164000

Ratio
IC+SC /
DC =
20.9

Figure 19: Quantification of the true utility strike cost of case study 13 using the 'New
Approach'
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As can be seen from Figure 19, the quantification of the ‘true cost’ of Case Study 13 began
with a site visit, albeit historical i.e. the initial site visit at the time of the strike incident
and corresponding utility strike investigation were carried out by the project manager and
H&S manager at the time. An in-house strike investigation form, a slight variation of the
detailed strike investigation form (see Appendix B) was filled out and sourced as part of this
research study, thereby providing an important starting point to understanding the context
with respect to the strike incident (what type of utility was struck, scope of damage, who
was involved and the remedial actions taken to resolve the strike incident).
With quantification of the utility strike incident using the ‘New Approach’ an objective as
part of this research study, a review of the initial investigation form and discussions with
those involved in the strike incident (project team was still intact) facilitated the
identification of factual and derived numbers for Case Study 13. The factual number i.e.
the direct cost of repair (an insurance claim from UKPN) totalled £7500.
With respect to the derived numbers i.e. indirect and/or social costs caused as a result of
the strike incident, one direct cost and one social cost were identified. The indirect cost as
a result of the strike incident was a loss of productivity (LoP) and delay to the project
schedule. The LoP lasted a total of one day. The quantification of the indirect cost was
carried out by the project manager and site finance team at the time of the strike incident
using site finance records in addition to SPON’s price book for the size of works, plant hire,
typical gang rates, and labour cost of permanent staff involved in the project. The LoP was
£10000 for the day.
A significant social cost was incurred due to the strike incident. As a result of the utility
strike, power to businesses on two adjacent roads was lost from 9:30 – 17:10 (circa 6.5
hours). The businesses affected were:
(1) Pub.
(2) Film and Animation Company.
(3) Residential flats.
(4) Bookstore.
(5) Film and Animation Company.
(6) Shop.
- Scan-fax-photocopy-internet;
- Tobacco – hot & cold drinks, top-ups.
(7) Bar.
- Live music.
(8) Licensed sex and online shop.
(9) Betting shop.
(10) Architects firm.
(11) Health and beauty retailer.
(12) Health and beauty retailer.
(13) Popular coffee shop.
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The financial loss as a result of the strike incident incurred by the individual businesses had
to be accounted for in order to quantify the total social cost. These losses were calculated
by firstly calling all the companies on these two roads, canvasing as much financial
information as possible with respect to their business rates and labour cost (total staff
average taken: see for example www.payscale.com if pay data is required), business income
lost per hour, using an aggregated figure as the final sum, and any other relevant financial
information. The financial losses accrued were:
(1) Pub: £10000
(2) Film and Animation Company.
- 20 film and animation directors in-house;
- £30/hr (average consultant fee).
(3) Residential flats: £1000
(4) Bookstore: £920/hr average business income
(5) Film and Animation Company.
- 51 employees in office headquarters;
- £45/hr (average consultant fee).
(6) Shop: £5000
- Scan-fax-photocopy-internet;
- Tobacco – hot & cold drinks, top-ups.
(7) Bar: £2000
- Live music.
(8) Licensed sex and online shop: £5000
(9) Betting shop: £30000
(10) Architects firm.
(11) Health and beauty retailer: £10000
(12) Health and beauty retailer: £6000
(13) Popular coffee shop: Average daily footfall (9am-5pm) 300 people, with an average
purchase price of £5.
Having gathered this information, the total true cost of the strike incident could then be
quantified.
The true cost (TC) of the utility strike (Case Study 13) = factual numbers + derived numbers;
which was:
TC = 7500 + 10000 + 10000(1) + ((20 x 30 x 6.5 ) + 10000)(2) + 1000(3) + (920 x 6.5)(4) + ((51 x
45 x 6.5) + 25000)(5) + 5000(6) + 2000(7) + 15000(8) + 20000(9) + ((17 x 45 x 6.5) + 15000)(10) +
10000(11) + 6000(12) + (300 x 5 x 6.5)(13) = £164000
NB: XX(x) – refers to the economic impact of lost productivity caused by the utility strike and
the business referred to by superscript number above.
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3.4 Quantification Results: All 16 Case Studies
Utility strike incidents are unique with respect to the wider impacts (if any) that each one
brings about i.e. their ‘true cost’. The ‘New Approach’ was applied on all 16 case studies to
identify (where possible) as far as is practicable the true cost of each strike incident case
study (see Appendix C for detail). Table 2 provides a summary of all the case study findings
and is intended to give broad price guides, or else assist in comparison exercises of the
potential monetary impact of a utility strike to a company’s respective business, making
available to them a baseline to measure and furthermore bring to focus the true cost of
strikes.
Table 2: Summary of case study utility strike costs – direct, indirect and social
Case Study
1
2
3
4*
5*
6
7
8
9
10
11**
12*
13
14
15
16
Total and
Averages***

Water
E - LV
E - LV
Telecoms
E - LV
E - LV
Gas LP
E - LV
E - LV
E - LV
Gas HP
Gas LP
E - LV
Gas HP
Water
E - HV

Direct
Cost
(DC)
(£)
750
1675
1400
680
1275
1780
1000
969
2500
4000
7800
3475
7500
5000
10000
10000

-

59804

Utility
Type

Indirect
Cost
(IC) (£)

Social
Cost
(SC) (£)

Ratio
IC/DC

Ratio
SC/DC

Ratio
IC+SC/DC

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
5500
5000
105000
6000
10000
76640
25000
75000

602698
41128
173032
82256
146500
414779
70500

2.67
1.19
1.43
1.12
2
2.06
2.2
1.25
13.46
1.73
1.33
15.33
2.5
7.5

886.32
32.26
22.18
23.67
19.53
41.48
7.05

35.65
25.40
20.90
43.98
17.55

220140

1530893

3.68

25.60

29.28

E – LV: Electricity Low Voltage, E – HV: Electricity High Voltage, Gas LP: Gas Low Pressure, Gas HP:
Gas High Pressure
*Case studies where traffic delays experienced were quantified without a 40% additional cost as
shown in Appendix C
** Case studies where traffic delays experienced were quantified with a 40% additional cost as
shown in Figure 18 and Appendix C
*** The totals and averages are calculated for all 16 utility strike case studies

As can be observed from Figures 20 and 21, the quantified true costs of utility strikes in the
UK is far more than was previously thought (see Metje et al. (2015) – industry measures only
direct costs). It can be clearly seen from the findings that strike incidents in fact cost a lot
more than is generally presently understood in industry. The direct cost which is consistently
at present the only recorded cost for strike incidents is often a small proportion of the true
cost (direct + indirect + social). If this were extrapolated to all utility strikes, the costs
would be substantial. It is clear from the case study findings that road traffic congestion is
the main contributor to several of the social costs identified in this study, in particular road
user delay, delay to train commute times, and the costs to businesses i.e. lost labour
productivity and business income (see Appendix D). The specific impact of utility strikes on
road user delay costs has been investigated in some detail, but to understand other
congestion related costs, further work is required.
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Figure 20: Utility strike true cost versus total project value
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Figure 21: Utility strike true cost vs. total true cost of utility strike as a percentage of total project cost
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Total True Cost of Utility Strike as a Percentage of Total
Project Cost

£1,000,000.00

It is important to note that the ratio of utility strike cost versus total project cost does not
capture the utility strike costs for every incident that occurred on that project. Therefore,
it is not a true reflection of the ratio of total strike costs versus project costs. Furthermore,
when evaluating the true cost is difficult to, for example, attribute any rise in insurance
premium to a specific incident, but this is related to the overall, annual performance. Also,
reporting incentives for strike incidents do not exist and there may be a fear that a poor
record will negatively affect a company’s business, for instance their Asset Management
Plan (AMP) contract, or renewal of it through an alliance.
Another important feature of the case study findings (see Table 2) is the ratio analysis
utilised with respect to IC/DC, SC/DC and IC+SC/DC, and is an effective tool to identify
indicators of positive and negative utility strike cost trends. The information that cost ratio
trend analysis provides can be accumulated over time, thereby facilitating the
implementation of on-going evidence based utilities program management plans and, when
necessary, make corrections to short-term financial plans. The ratio analysis additionally
affords: (1) The ability to judge the efficiency of a company in a specific context vis-à-vis
utility strikes, (2) The ability to locate weakness of a company’s operations vis-à-vis utility
strikes, (3) The ability to help formulate plans based on the understanding of past
performance vis-à-vis utility strikes, and (4) The ability to compare performance over
different years and as compared to other companies in the same industry.
Given the large amount of cost information generated in this research study, the aggregation
of the data from the 16 case studies has been summarised in Figure 22, the purpose of which
is to extract greater meaning and insight into ‘what do utility strikes really cost’. The ratio
expresses the mathematical relationship between (IC+SC)/DC and furthermore a distinction
between the traditional/ current view of strike impact measurement in industry versus the
new approach presented in this report (see Section 2.1) – an economically important
relationship.
The 100% stacked column graph in Figure 22 compares the percentage that each cost
category (direct, indirect and social) contributes to the total ‘true cost’. It has been used
to emphasise the proportion of each cost category against the total true cost. It is quite
clear to see that the direct cost does not account for even half the cost in any of the case
studies. This observation is better understood by the ratio of direct costs in comparison to
the indirect and social costs incurred during strike incidents in the case studies. It should
be noted that by normalising the costs for each case study with respect to the total cost of
each case study, information on the size of the costs is lost. Based on the costs derived for
each case study, it is possible to determine the ratio of indirect and socials costs to the
direct costs incurred:
IC + SC 220140 + 1530893
=
= ~29
DC
59804
The ratio is 29:1 i.e. the indirect and social costs are from the case study findings on average
29 times larger than the direct cost of repair incurred to resolve the strike incident. The
robustness of this ratio can be markedly improved and refined over time with the addition
of more case studies (i.e. quantification of true cost using the new approach).
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UTILITY STRIKE COST RATIO = 29:1
Example: Assuming you have a strike incident with a direct cost of £1000, that would mean as a rule of thumb that the true cost (direct +
indirect + social) is £29000, based on the case study findings.

Figure 22: Utility strike cost ratio from the 16 case studies
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3.5 A Cost Guide for Utility Strikes
In order to utilise the findings from the case studies and to enable others to assess the true
costs of utility strikes, a cost matrix was developed which helps the user to calculate costs
for a number of different headings (Table 3 and Table 4). The utility strike cost guide in this
section has been assembled from a number of sources, containing the relevant items in the
unit costs section, and recovered data from this present research study and past projects
(see Appendix D) that require due consideration in the event of an utility strike. This cost
guide is intended to give broad price guides, or else assist in comparison exercises of the
potential monetary impact of a utility strike to a company’s respective business, making
available to them a baseline to measure future improvement from and to furthermore bring
to focus the reduction of utility strikes in order to reduce overall costs. It allows the user to
prepare order of magnitude cost estimates (theoretical budget) for various areas of utilities
streetworks more accurately. It provides a transparency for the values used in this study.
A portion of this cost-to-business as a result of a utility strike(s) could then be utilised as
forward investment in changing the approach from active service avoidance, to active
service detection specified through PAS 128 (BSI, 2014). Furthermore, the initial impact
appraisal afforded by the utility strike cost matrix to the business can also highlight any high
value areas or any particular problems, which may require specialist attention and foster a
‘invest to avoid’ attitude. It can also aid to identify if possible alternative methods of
construction or temporary works are required as a consequence of the financial risk and/ or
opportunity identified.
It generally is the case that estimating by means of priced approximate quantities is always
more accurate than by using overall prices per square metre (AECOM, 2014). Whilst every
effort is made to ensure the accuracy of these utility strike cost figures, they have been
prepared for approximate estimating purposes only and on no account should they be used
for the preparation of tenders. Costs do not include Value Added Tax (VAT), which should
be applied at the current rate. Adjustments should be made to the cost rates shown below
to allow for time, location, local conditions, site constraints and any other factors likely to
affect the cost of the specific project. The costs in Table 3 and Table 4 are based on 2015
values.
Table 3: General utility strike related information
General Utility Strike Related Information
Wired (Cable) UK Utility Services
Electricity
Telecommunications

Unit

Value

-

-

-

-

Average UK area of streetworks (standard term maintenance) (Halcrow,
2002b)
Electricity
Gas
Telecommunications
Water

m2
m2
m2
m2

6.61
5.83
6.24
3.34

Average UK area of streetworks (major and standard categories) (Halcrow,
2002a)
Electricity
Gas

m2
m2

9.33
10.13

Piped UK Utility Services
Gas
Water
Sewerage
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General Utility Strike Related Information
Telecommunications
Water

Unit
m2
m2

Value
46.3
17.25

Average UK number of days of works per month for each utility sector
(Halcrow, 2002b)
Electricity
Gas
Telecommunications
Water

Days
Days
Days
Days

95000
143100
57000
162800

Table 4: Summary of cost guide (direct, indirect and social) from the research study
Direct Costs of Utility Strikes

Unit

Value
(this
research
study)

Value
(Metje et
al. 2015)

Direct costs of repair from the present case study findings:
Direct Costs (Water Strike)

Min (Case Study 1)
Max (Case Study 15)
Average

£
£
£

750
10000
5375

971
315

Direct Costs (E – LV Strike)

Min (Case Study 8)
Max Case Study 13)
Average (8 Case Studies)

£
£
£

969
7500
2137

6240
969

Direct Costs (Telecoms Strike)

Min (Case Study 4)
Max
Average

£
£
£

680
-

1815
409

Direct Costs (Gas – LP Strike)

Min (Case Study 7)
Max (Case Study 12)
Average

£
£
£

1000
3475
2238

555
485

Direct Costs (Gas – HP Strike)

Min (Case Study 14)
Max (Case Study 11)
Average

£
£
£

5000
7800
6400

555
485

Direct Costs (E – HV Strike)

Min (Case Study 16)
Max
Average

£
£
£

10000
-

6240
969

Indirect Costs of Utility Strikes

Unit

Value
(this research
study)

Indirect costs from the present case study findings:
Indirect Costs (Water Strike)

Min (Case Study 1)
Max (Case Study 15)
Average

£
£
£

2000
25000
13500

Indirect Costs (E – LV Strike)

Min (Multiple Case Studies)
Max (Case Study 13)
Average (7 Case Studies)

£
£
£

2000
10000
4071

£

2000

Indirect Costs (Gas – LP Strike)

Min (Case Study 7)
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Max (Case Study 12)
Average

£
£

6000
4000

Indirect Costs (Gas – HP Strike)

Min (Case Study 14)
Max (Case Study 11)
Average

£
£
£

76640
105000
90820

Indirect Costs (E – HV Strike)

(Case Study 16)

£

75000

Ratio
(IC/DC)

3.68

Indirect to Direct cost ratio (based on the present study)
Ratio analysis is a useful management tool that will improve our
understanding of the present case study findings and trends over time,
and provide key indicators of organisational performance. Managers
can use this ratio analysis to pinpoint strengths and weaknesses from
which strategies and initiatives can be formed for sustainable utilities
management. Funders may use ratio analysis to measure incurred
costs of utility strikes against other organisations or make judgments
concerning management effectiveness. For ratios to be useful and
meaningful, they must be:
(1) Calculated using reliable, accurate financial information
(does your financial information reflect your true utility
strike cost picture?)
(2) Calculated consistently from period to period
(3) Used in comparison to internal benchmarks and goals
(4) Used in comparison to other companies in utilities industry
(5) Viewed both at a single point in time and as an indication of
broad trends and issues over time for utility strikes
(6) Carefully interpreted in the proper context, considering
there are many other important factors to be considered
Utility strike cost ratio – Indirect Costs “IC” (in the present case study
findings) Direct Costs “DC” (in the present case study findings).
Example - Assuming you have a strike incident with a DC of £1000,
which would mean as a rule of thumb that the IC is £3680, based on
the case study findings.

Social Costs of Utility Strikes

Unit

Value
(this research
study)

Social costs from the present case study findings:
Social Costs (Traffic Delay Cost)

Min (Case Study 5)
Max (Case Study 4)
Average (4 Cases)

£
£
£

41128
602698
224779

Social Costs (Loss of Business income)

Min (Case Study 16)
Max (Case Study 15)
Average (3 Cases)

£
£
£

70500
414779
210593

Ratio
(SC/DC)

25.60

Utility strike cost ratio – Social Costs “SC” (in the present case study
findings) Direct Costs “DC” (in the present case study findings).
Example - Assuming you have a strike incident with a DC of £1000,
which would mean as a rule of thumb that the SC is £25600, based on
the case study findings.
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4.0 Conclusions
The research project set out with two primary objectives under the overarching aim of ‘what
do utility strikes really cost’. The first was to examine the characteristic nature of utility
strikes through a root causal analysis i.e. what are utility strikes, why do they happen, what
potential costs as a result of their incidence, and the manner in which utility strike costs
are quantified at this present time in industry. A concise yet comprehensive literature
review was carried out to address these questions, at the same time seeking to infuse the
discussion with the insight gained from the numerous discussions held with several
companies and their staff in the utilities industry on working practise with respect to buried
services. The key findings from the first objective are:
1. Regulatory, programme and commercial pressures on utility companies mean that
they generally focus on direct costs of utility strikes, and this would appear to be in
conflict with any initiatives to reduce the indirect and social costs arising from utility
strikes, in addition to giving H&S a lower profile in some but not all cases.
2. At present, there is no incentive for undertakers, contractors, utility and
construction companies to consider anything other than the installation and
rehabilitation methods which provide the lowest overall costs to themselves, and
these often involve traditional open cut trenching, which can generate significant
indirect and social costs. New construction methods such as trenchless technologies
are rarely utilised, and these offer less disruption as well as promote more
sustainable design, construction and maintenance practices in dense urban settings.
3. The introduction of PAS 128 as a means of systematic utilities detection has the
potential to reduce through forward planning a significant portion of the strike
incidents currently experienced. However, its discretionary use, in addition to the
need for the industry as a whole to embrace a different approach of ’active service
detection’ as opposed to the current prevalence of ‘active service avoidance’ makes
it difficult to know the impact it will have, if any on the current level of utility strikes
experienced. This needs to be investigated further.
4. A considerable amount of work has been done to estimate the indirect and social
costs of disruption as result of streetworks, for example McMahon et al. (2005).
Despite the extensive, and in some cases exhaustive listing of factors to be
considered (e.g. cost of pollution, traffic delays, lost productivity, impact on local
business etc.), the cost data on associated impacts and the monetary value of these
impacts is often unavailable. This is particularly true in the area of utility strikes
where hardly any, to no cost data and accompanying monetary values exist. This
knowledge gap needs to be addressed as a matter of urgency given the large number
of strikes experienced in the UK year upon year, and in so doing provide the evidence
base for better decision-making in utilities management.
The second objective was to develop an appropriate methodology that would permit the
‘true cost’ of utility strikes to be quantified. A ‘New Approach’ methodology was
formulated, extending past the current industry measure of strike impact through direct
cost of repair, to both include and quantify indirect and social costs caused by strikes (where
possible), and as a result facilitate quantification of their ‘true cost’ (direct, indirect and
social costs combined). The methodology was applied on 16 case studies, tracing and
quantifying (if any) the associated costs as a result of utility strikes. The key findings as a
result of applying the ‘New Approach’ methodology to the 16 utility strike case studies are:
1. There was difficulty encountered in obtaining comprehensive up-to-date data which
facilitate the quantification of indirect and social costs of utility strikes, perhaps
because such information is firstly in most cases not captured, and secondly it is
considered by many utility companies to be commercially sensitive (if they have it).
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

This historical barrier that has hindered the evaluation of these associated indirect
and social costs needs to be addressed on an industry wide level.
The overall ‘true cost’ ratio of all the 16 case studies amounted to 29:1. This finding
highlights the significant cost of utility strikes beyond direct costs. However, it
should be noted that these findings were based on a limited number of case studies
and all the incidents occurred in a dense urban area. The ratio further demonstrates
the adverse effect that utility strikes can have on the environment, quality of life
and the operation of businesses. A larger set of case studies is needed to obtain
greater confidence in the ‘true cost’ ratios.
It was observed that social costs as quantified in this research study in general are
independent of many of the parameters that constitute the direct repair of utility
strike incidents (pipe diameter, depth of installation, soil type, etc.). The technical
complexity of the excavation works has limited influence on the magnitude of
associated costs brought to bear as a result of a strike incident (e.g. case study 4).
There is a need to define a set of indirect and social cost indicators (protocols) that
will be used to establish a standard for utility strike ‘true cost’ calculation for utility
construction that is acceptable to the industry. Those presented in this report act as
a starting point for this discussion. In many cases, the ‘true cost’ of a utility strike
incident can be identified and quantified using existing methods.
On a more practical level, the use of CAT and Genny seems to have no correlation
on the occurrence of strikes in the case studies presented herein. It was generally
observed that safe digging is realised by having gangs that had suitable experience,
in addition to the provision of adequate time and resources to carry out excavation
activities safely.
The case study data showed that statutory records were not accurate. However, no
clear conclusion could be drawn on a link between inaccurate records and utility
strikes. Utilities were mostly struck as a result of existing services being present
within the bituminous makeup of the road or being surrounded by concrete.

Clearly the provision of essential services such as clean water and sewerage, gas and
electrical power, and telecommunications is vital to the economic health of the UK and
wellbeing of society. The benefits associated with utilities are freely acknowledged, but the
scope of this report was to review and quantify (where possible) the ‘true costs’ associated
with utility strikes, and so naturally the focus has been on what might be considered the
more negative aspects of utility works, rather than the benefits they provide society. Given
the nature and location of our utility infrastructure, it is inevitable that some costs as a
result of streetworks will have to be borne by road users, local residents and the
environment in order to obtain the benefits provided by essential utility services. The key
issue is how to maintain the benefits demanded by society through utilities whilst minimising
the associated costs brought to bear through utility strike incidents. A better understanding
of the true costs incurred as a result of utility strikes would facilitate an improved focused
business approach of where to target resources (e.g. using PAS 128 QLB or QLA) in order to
minimise these associated costs, and the ratio analysis method presented in this report is a
demonstration of one such solution to this problem.
4.1 Recommendations for Further Work
It can be concluded that the aim and objectives of this present research work have been
addressed with the formulation of the ‘New Approach’ which can be used to determine the
‘true cost’ of utility strikes, however, some further work is required. These and other gaps
have to be tackled prior to the ‘true cost’ of utility strikes, moreover streetworks being
fully established, granting all this, this report presents an initial evaluation. A list of
recommended further work is presented below to further develop the work presented in
this report, addressing the limitations and gaps in knowledge identified:
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1. A key limitation in this research study was the sample size of utility strike incidents.
This largely is a result of the lead time it takes to trace and identify the associated
impacts (if any) that a utility strike incident causes. To the extent that data can be
collected, it would be worthwhile to quantify more utility strike cases studies to
refine the ‘true cost’ utility strike ratio.
2. There is to-date little to relatively no research that has been undertaken on other
aspects of indirect and social costs brought about by utility strikes. These gaps in
knowledge include but are not limited to:
a) The effect of utility strikes on traffic delays and the local business and
community, looking at different spatial scales: (i) local, (ii) regional, (iii)
national, and (iv) international.
b) The impact that PAS 128 will have on the utilities industry (working practice) and
by consequence, on the number of strike incidents that happen – the USAG annual
strike data report can act as a starting point to measure against moving forward.
c) The ROI as a direct result of the use of a PAS 128 approved utility surveyor (this
has a catch as it requires historical data to measure against as a baseline, most
companies only capture statistics as opposed to cost data and accompanying
monetary values).
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Appendix A: Utility Strike Case Studies
This appendix contains example utility strike incidents taken from Scottish Power Energy
Networks (SP, 2013a, 2013d, 2013f, 2013b, 2013e, 2013c). These example strike incidents
serve as the basis of demonstrating the different ways in which a strike incident can occur
when excavating or otherwise, demonstrating in some cases how a simple deviation from
following best practice can have devastating results. They also seek to demonstrate the
need to quantify the ‘true cost’ of the utility strike incident as soon as possible, this only
gets more difficult the more time passes.
Example 1: Cable strike to 11kV wire armoured cable
The task was to locate a coal seam by excavating with a JCB excavator on grassland. A trial
hole was to be excavated at another location, however the planned trial hole was abandoned
due to the possibility of damaging tree roots. The cable strike location was chosen as an
appropriate area to locate the coal seam. Contractors on site had access to cable records,
however on relocating to this proposed area the cable records were not consulted prior to
machine excavations taking place.

Figure 23: Example 1 - the image highlights a cable strike to an 11kV cable
Example 2: Cable strike to 33kV cables with earth spikes
The task was to insert the 1 metre long earth rods to provide an earth for a private streetlighting cabinet which was in close proximity to a canal. The 33kV cables were protected
with concrete tiles, however the earth rods broke through the concrete tiles and damaged
both cables. One of the cables was operating at 11,000 volts and the other cable was
temporarily out of use. The investigation into this incident discovered that no cable records
had been consulted prior to the earth spikes being driven into the ground and that the use
of a cable locator had not taken place.
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Figure 24: Example 2 - the image demonstrates the dangers of driving earth spikes into the
ground
Example 3: 33kV wired armoured cable damaged during piling operations
The damage to the cable could easily have been avoided as the contractors had cable
records on site. However, adherence to HSG47 (HSE, 2014b) was not implemented prior to
piling operations commencing. Trial holes were not carried out at the locus of the cables to
determine line and depth of the cable route. Fortunately on this occasion no operatives
were injured. HSG47 (HSE, 2014b) is the key to excavating safely, avoiding injuries to
operatives and damage to utilities plant.

Figure 25: Example 3 - the image highlights a situation where a 33kV cable was struck
while carrying out piling operations
Example 4: Cable strike to 33kV oil-filled cable with JCB
The task was to install a metal post into the ground to support a gate at the location of an
underground apparatus. The JCB proceeded to damage the cable with oil from the cable
leaking into the surrounding excavation. To facilitate the repair to the cable a mature tree
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also had to be removed from the locus. The environmental issues highlighted and the cable
strike could have been avoided if the correct planning processes had taken place.

Figure 26: Example 4 - the image highlights the consequences of lack of planning when a
JCB came into contact with a 33kV oil filled cable
Example 5: Cable strike to HV cable with steel road pins
The client/contractors were aware of the location of the HV cables, however no contact
with the undertaker to have the cables diverted had taken place. The contractors worked
around the cables until an operative whilst installing a kerb log struck the HV cable with a
steel road pin. The operative sustained burn injuries to his hands and arms. The need for
cable deviations should have been investigated at the planning stage of the project.

Figure 27: Example 5 - the image highlights a dangerous occurrence which could have been
avoided at the planning stage of the project
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Example 6: HV cable damaged, operatives continued to work around cable
The cable strike was not reported timeously to the undertaker, blast marks can clearly be
seen on the drainage pipe from when the HV cable has been switched back in. The
consequences to the operatives could have been severe or even fatal. When a cable strike
occurs the correct course of action is to clear the area of operatives immediately and secure
the site to protect all operatives and the public from gaining access to the point of damage

Figure 28: Example 6 - the image demonstrates a damaged HV cable which has been lifted
from its original ground position and placed on top of a plastic drainage pipe
Example 7: HV wire armoured cable damaged with moling appliance
The operative’s objective was to install an underground pipe at 90 degrees to the cables
using moling. Statutory records did highlight HV cables in the vicinity, however not at the
precise location in question. The statutory records are only indicative and the recommended
course of action should have been to CAT scan the area the mole was intended to travel, if
there was an indication of underground plant with the cable locator between the mole
launching excavation and the receiving mole excavation a trial excavation should have taken
place to establish the presence of utilities.

Figure 29: Example 7 - the image highlights a wired armoured HV cable damaged with a
moling device.
Example 8: HV fireclay cable joint damaged with earth spike
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The task was to provide an earth for a lighting conductor to a block of flats. The company
concerned took the contract over from a previous contractor and did not apply for statutory
cable records. Although it is questionable whether this would have made a difference. How
do companies expect their operatives to avoid injuries/damage to underground apparatus
if the relevant utility records are not being supplied to their operatives? Cable record
enquiries are to be directed to the undertaker’s data management section – however,
providing statutory drawings is not sufficient/ reliable on its own.

Figure 30: Example 8 - the image highlights a situation when a 1.2 metre long earth spike
was driven into a HV fireclay cable joint
Example 9: HV cable damaged with pneumatic gun
The task being undertaken was to install a lamppost. A pneumatic gun was being using to
excavate and struck a HV cable. On this occasion the operative fortunately did not receive
any injuries. The contractor had not received utility records from the client and was not
aware of the presence of electricity cables in the footpath. Prior to excavations taking place
the client and contractor has a duty to ensure that all the relevant utility information is
available to operatives to avoid injuries and damage to utilities plant.

Figure 31: Example 9 - the image highlights a situation where a contractor came into
contact with a high voltage cable with a pneumatic gun
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Example 10: HV wired armoured cable strike (non-adherence to HSG47)
The excavations were taking place to divert a utility. The site manager had utility records
on site and proceeded to tool-box talk to the operatives prior to excavations taking place.
The site manager highlighted the presence of cables at the locus to the contractor. The
cable routes were clearly marked on the ground, however because the ground conditions
were difficult, the contractor decided to carry out excavations with a JCB machine without
trial holes taking place to locate line and depth of the cables. An assessment of the ground
conditions should have taken place with a safe system of work method statement
implemented to avoid contact with the plant.

Figure 32: Example 10 – the image demonstrates a situation where an HV wire armoured
cable was damaged with a JCB excavator
Example 11: Cable strike with excavator
The operatives on site had been supplied with cable records and proceeded to excavate the
required spoil from around the cables in a safe manor (HSG47) (HSE, 2014b). Overnight there
was a rain storm with the excavation filling with water, the cable strike occurred when the
excavator was used in an attempt to remove the excess water with the excavator bucket.
The correct course of action should have been to use a water pump to drain the water from
the excavation.

Figure 33: Example 11 – the image demonstrates the result of an excavator coming into
contact with an HV cable (11,000 volts)
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Example 12: Low Voltage Cable Strike (Flash Burn Injuries)
The task was to carry out excavations for a new service to a property. The operative came
into contact with a low voltage cable when operating a kango hammer gun. Unfortunately
on this occasion the operative had to attend hospital after receiving flash burns to his head,
neck and lower arms. The investigation into this incident discovered that no cable records
had been consulted prior to the excavations taking place and that the use of a cable locator
had also not taken place.

Figure 34: Example 12 – the image highlights a low voltage cable strike to the electrical
network
Example 13: Low Voltage live service cable cut with hacksaw
The experienced operative wrongly assumed that the cable was out of use. Fortunately on
this occasion the operative received no injuries. All electricity cables are to be treated as
live at all times, until proved otherwise (Barhale, 2006).

Figure 35: Example 13 – the image highlights a low voltage cable with a straight joint
attached. An operative took a hacksaw and severed the cable
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Example 14: Low voltage cable damaged with pneumatic gun spade tool
The task for the operatives was to install ducting in the footpath. During the course of the
works the operative lost control of the pneumatic gun and struck a LV cable which had
previously been exposed. Fortunately on this occasion the operative received no injuries.
Operatives knew the route and depth of the electricity cable having trial holed the footpath
prior to the main excavations taking place. To prevent this type of incident a risk
assessment/method statement and a safe system of work should have been established prior
to works taking place.

Figure 36: Example 14 – the image highlights a damaged spade tool on a pneumatic gun
which has come into contact with a low voltage cable
Example 15: Cable strike to 11kV wire armoured cable
Contractors who were operating for a local authority to install a new lamppost hit an 11kV
wire armoured cable. The lamppost was placed in direct conflict with the underground low
voltage main cable and a cable strike occurred when using a hand tool. To carry out the
required excavation for the lamppost installation, “spoons” are the tool of choice used to
keep the required lamppost hole to a minimum size. Placing Lampposts or any other type of
street furniture on top of or with no separation to the underground electrical network could
lead to operatives receiving serious injuries.

Figure 37: Example 15 - the image highlights a situation which occurs on a regular basis to
underground electrical networks
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Example 16: Low voltage cable strike to mains cable with hand tool
The task for the operatives was to remove underground apparatus and install new equipment
at the locus. During the excavations the cable was damaged with a hand tool. The operatives
had received all the relevant training regarding excavating around underground utilities, all
the utility records had been supplied, CAT as standard was available on site with all the
tools to carry out the excavations in a safe/competent manner. This cable strike could easily
have been avoided. Operatives require to take responsibility for their actions to ensure that
no injuries will occur or damage to underground utility plant takes place. Every excavation
is different and can have numerous potential hazards.

Figure 38: Example 16 – the image demonstrates a low voltage cable damage to a lead
covered mains cable.
Example 17: Low voltage cable strike with mini excavator
The low voltage cable strike occurred when the operatives were carrying out excavations to
install kerbing in a grassy area. In this case the cable strike was entirely preventable, if the
contractor/operatives had adhered to HSG47 (HSE, 2014b). Engaging an excavator prior to
hand excavating / locating underground services is a clear case of non-adherence to HSG47
(HSE, 2014b) with the real possibility of serious injuries to personnel.

Figure 39: Example 17 – the image highlights the consequences of utilising a mini
excavator in close proximity to a low voltage cable
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Example 18: Cable damage to low voltage main cable with moling appliance
The operative’s task was to install an underground pipe at the locus. During the works the
moling device inadvertently came into contact with the cable causing a loss of electricity
supplies to customers. This design of the cable was an older type cable called PILC, (paper
Insulated, and lead covered). Looking at the cable it can clearly be seen that the outer skin
of the cable was covered in taped armour. This type of cable was widely used on the
underground electricity network. Cable records were supplied to the operatives by the
contractor and were accurate, cable locator was on site and the depth of the cable was
600mm. The investigation into this incident found that contact with the electricity cable
was avoidable if adherence to HSG47 (HSE, 2014b) had been implemented.

Figure 40: Example 18 – the image highlights a situation when a moling device came into
contact with a low voltage (.3(4) PILC) main cable
Example 19: Damage to oil filled 33kV cable with mechanical excavator
The task for the operatives carrying out the excavations was to install a new drainage
system. Fortunately on this occasion no injuries occurred to the operatives. Oil filled cables
are extremely expensive to repair, specialist cable jointers were required to carry out the
necessary jointing work. The 33kV volt cable was clearly highlighted on cable records. To
avoid striking underground cables operatives need to take responsibility for their actions
and take time to plan the sequence of events required to see the project to a successful
conclusion.

Figure 41: Example 19 – the image demonstrates a 33kV volt oil filled underground cable
which was damaged with a mechanical excavator
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Example 20: High voltage cable strike with pneumatic gun (operative injured)
The task for the operatives was to excavate for the installation of a lamppost. The
contractors operating for the local authority did not have cable records on site and the cable
avoidance tool calibration was out of date. Contact when excavating was made with the
high voltage cable at a depth of 600mm with a pneumatic gun. On this occasion the operative
sustained serious burns and was hospitalised. It is not always possible to place a lamppost
at a preferred location, due to the presence of underground apparatus. Cable records should
always be sought and consulted prior to undertaking excavations.

Figure 42: Example 20 – the image highlights a situation which has occurred on numerous
occasions
Example 21: High voltage cable strike (excavating to install lamp column)
The task for the contractor was to carry out excavations to install street-lighting columns.
The operative came into contact with the high voltage wired armoured cable with a
pneumatic gun at a depth of 600mm. The cable was encased in a wooden trough with a
concrete tile placed on top, however one of the contributing factors of this dangerous
occurrence was the size of the excavation that took place which was only wide enough to
install a lamp column.

Figure 43: Example 21 – the image highlights a high voltage cable strike incident which
caused serious burns to the operative
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Example 22: HV Cable damaged on construction site
Site management/contractors were aware of the route of the existing HV cable (trial holes
had been carried out). However the operatives still came into contact with the cable. Many
people in the construction industry are unaware of the impact when contact has been made
with an HV cable. The effect of an HV cable on the human body could be described as having
your internal organs cooked from the inside-out.

Figure 44: Example 22 – the images, highlight a situation which happens all too frequently
on construction sites. The task for the site contractors was to excavate a track for an HV
cable deviation
Example 23: Pneumatic gun point tool direct contact with high voltage cable
It is clear to see that the point of the tool has been burnt away. It should come as no surprise
to everyone that the operative involved in this incident sustained serious burns, was
hospitalised and did not return to normal work duties for quite some time. Prior to carrying
out excavations a risk assessment should always be undertaken and a safe system of work
implemented to ensure the safety of operatives. The size of the excavation whether it is
large or small should not mitigate the need to ensure the correct procedures are
implemented both prior to and during excavations.

Figure 45: Example 23 – the image highlights the consequences when a pneumatic gun
point tool came into contact with a high voltage cable
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Appendix B: Utility Strike Investigation Information Collection Form
The questionnaire in this appendix is part of the ‘New Approach’ methodology presented in
this report that seeks to quantify the ‘true cost’ of utility strikes. The questionnaire acts as
a device wherewith crucial intelligence is gathered as to not only the immediate impact of
the strike and the remedial actions taken to resolve it. It also seeks to understand the wider
impacts (if any) that came about as a result of the utility strike incident, and by
consequence permit the calculation of all ‘derived numbers’ associated with these impacts,
following the methodology presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.

Detailed Utility Strike Information Collection Form
(To be submitted to the client of the project)
NB: ‘This form can be completed in the time it takes you to have a cup of tea’

SECTION 1 – General Details
Site
Address:

Project Area
Description:

Postcode:

Urban:

☐

☐

Suburban:

Rural:

☐

Date and Time of Utility
Damage:

Dry:

☐

Rainy: ☐

☐

Damp: ☐

Damp/ Icy: ☐ Snow:

☐

Weather Conditions:
Other:

Wet:

Dry: ☐

Frozen: ☐

Ground Conditions:
Other:

SECTION 2 – Utility Damage Details

What Type
of Utility
was
Damaged:

Gas Service:
LP Gas Main:
IM Gas Main:
MP Gas Main:
HP Gas Main:
Other:

☐
☐
☐
☐

Water Service:
Water Main:
Sewer:
Other:

☐
☐

Tools or
Equipment That
Caused Damage:

What Type of Ground
was the Utility in:

Electrical Service:
LV Main: ☐
HV Main: ☐
EHV Main: ☐
Other:

Telecommunications:
Virgin M: ☐
BT: ☐
Other:

JCB:

☐

Mini
Digger:

☐

Hand
Tools
(Specify):

☐

Other
(Specify):

Sand:

☐

Gravel:

☐

Clay/
Mixed:

☐

Manmade:

Other:

TO BE COMPLETED BY HSE MANAGER/ ADVISOR
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☐

What Physical
Protection was in
Place (i.e. Ducts,
etc.):

Nature of
Damage:

What was the Depth
and Length of the
Damaged Utility:

Damage
to Duct:

Cracked
Pipe:

☐

☐

Broken/
Snapped:

☐

Poor
Working
Practice:

☐

PreExisting
Damage:

☐

Near
Miss:

Other (Specify):

Description of Incident:

Poor
Location:

In Your Opinion What
Caused the Utility
Strike:

☐

Wrong Tool
Used:

☐

Other (Specify):

What Actions were
Taken Immediately
After the Damage
Occurred:

SECTION 3 – Statutory Drawings
Statutory
Utility
Drawings
Available:

Electric:

☐

Gas:

☐

Were the
Plans
Accurate:

Yes:

☐

No:

☐

Utility Records Based
On:

Type of Utility Plan
Available on Site:

Statutory Records:

Digital:

☐

☐

B&W
Drawing:

Telecoms:

☐

Date on
Plans:

Geophysical Survey:

☐

☐

Colour Drawing:

TO BE COMPLETED BY HSE MANAGER/ ADVISOR
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☐

Water:

☐

☐

SECTION 4 – Cable Avoidance Procedures
Who Traced, Identified and Marked up
the Service Prior to Excavation Works?

(If Known) Was the
Following Equipment Used
on Site?

☐

CAT:

Internal:

☐

External:

☐

Genny:

☐

☐

GPR:

(If Known) Was the CAT used to Reconfirm
Utility Locations Prior to Excavations?

(If Known) Was the CAT used to Reconfirm
Utility Locations During Excavations?

(If Known) Has the Tracing Been identified as
a Contributory Factor to the Incident?

(If Known) Was the CAT used in all Modes?

(If Known) Had Trial holes or Slip trenches
Been Dug to Confirm Position of utilities?

(If Known) Had the Damaged Utility Been
Identified via Trenching techniques?

SECTION 5 – Other Relevant Utility Strike Questions
How Many Utilities
were Present in the
Trench:

1:

☐

2 – 3:

Asbestos
Cement:

Plastic:

☐

Metal:

☐

Other
(Specify):

≤10 Years:

☐

10 - 50 Years:

Material of Damaged
Utility:

Age of
Utilities:

☐

☐

>3:

☐

Clay:

☐

50+ Years:

TO BE COMPLETED BY HSE MANAGER/ ADVISOR
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☐

☐

Was the Cable Encased
in Concrete:

☐

Yes:

☐

No:

Did the Cable Spark or
Bang:

Did the Utility Strike
Cause Environmental
Impact :

Tree
Damage:

☐

Noise:

☐

Flooding:

☐

Other (Specify):

Managers/
Supervisors
Comments
or
Additional
Information:

SECTION 6 – Utility Strike Cost Questions
Who can be Contacted in the
Event Cost Information
Unavailable*:

Total Value of Project (£) in
which Utility Strike was
Experienced (Where Known):

Total Direct Repair Cost (£) of
Utility Strike*:

Time Taken to Repair Damage
(Delay):

Did this Delay the Project:

Yes:

☐

No:

☐

Other Costs (£) Incurred as a
Result of the Utility Strike:

0-100k:

☐

100k-1m:

☐

1m+:

TO BE COMPLETED BY HSE MANAGER/ ADVISOR
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☐

☐

*Examples of Itemised Direct Utility Strike Repair Costs:
Provide Where
Available

Cost of Soil Disposal
Cost of Backfill and Compaction
Total Earthwork Cost
Earthwork Unit Cost (£/m)
Percent or Earthwork (%)
Total Pipe-laying Cost
Pipe-laying unit Cost (£/m)
Landscaping – Quantity (m2)
Landscaping cost (£)
Cost of Sidewalk (£)
Cost of Pavement (£)
Cost of Curb and Gutter (£)
Total Restoration Cost (£)
Restore Unit Cost (£/m)
Percent Restoration (%)
Other Costs (£)
Unit Cost of Other Costs (£/m)
Percent of Other Costs (%)

Earthwork Cost
Earthwork Cost
Earthwork Cost
Earthwork Cost
Earthwork Cost
Pipe-laying Cost
Pipe-laying Cost
Restoration Cost
Restoration Cost
Restoration Cost
Restoration Cost
Restoration Cost
Restoration Cost
Restoration Cost
Restoration Cost
Other Costs
Other Costs
Other Costs

Comments or Additional
Information on Utility
Strike Cost(s):

TO BE COMPLETED BY HSE MANAGER/ ADVISOR
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Appendix C: Utility Strike Case Studies: True Cost of Strikes
This appendix provides a cost breakdown of the direct, indirect and social costs (where
applicable) for all the 16 case studies presented in this report. It follows the methodology
(see Section 2.2) in that:
True cost of utility strike = factual numbers + derived numbers
It seeks to further breakdown each case study as represented in Section 3.3 following the
‘New Approach’ in more detail i.e. the manner in which derived numbers were arrived at.
The factual numbers i.e. direct cost of repair as regards the utility strike incident were
provided in this study, and where not available, values were taken as a minimum baseline
from the work of Metje et al. (2015).
Case Study Number 01
Utility Strike
Incident:
Background to
Utility Strike
incident
Direct Cost of
Repair (£):
Indirect Cost of
Utility Strike (£):
Total Cost of Strike
(£)

Water Main
Failure to fully observe the permit to dig procedure, error of
judgement, safe digging’ practices were not observed.
£750 (provided by site project manager)
Other damages of delay to work: £2000 (taken as a minimum
from company finance department).
750 + 2000 = £2750

Case Study Number 02
Utility Strike
Incident:

Electric LV

Background to
Utility Strike
incident

Nigh shift supervisor between work sites, at about 02.30Hrs,
noticed that traffic warning sign bulb had gone out. He went to
investigate and discovered damaged cable and stopped works. 360
operator statement is missing. It is believed machine was working
close to cable and safe system of work in place before incident
was not followed. Works in the immediate area were suspended
and sand bags were used to temporally make the area safe.

Direct Cost of
Repair (£):
Indirect Cost of
Utility Strike (£):
Total Cost of Strike
(£)

£1675 (provided by site project manager)
Other damages of replacing staff and delay to work: £2000
(taken as a minimum from companies finance department).
1675 + 2000 = £3675

Case Study Number 03
Utility Strike
Incident:

Electric LV

Background to
Utility Strike
incident

Workmen were pulling out concrete bedding from kerbs. A cable
feeding a lit street sign was encased within the concrete. This
came out with the concrete and a pop sound was heard. The cable
was known about due to a taped-off electrical pole socket nearby
in the footway. Service tracing surveys have been conducted
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Utility Strike
Incident:

Electric LV
during the design phase and are in the possession of the
contractor. Ground scans were undertaken before the dig.

Direct Cost of
Repair (£):
Indirect Cost of
Utility Strike (£):
Total Cost of Strike
(£)

£1400 (provided by site project manager)
Other damages of delay to work: £2000 (taken as a minimum
from companies finance department department).
1400 + 2000 = £3400

Case Study Number 04
Utility Strike
Incident:

Telecoms

Background to
Utility Strike
incident

Prior to opening the tunnel to traffic, it was confirmed by London
Streets Tunnel Operations Centre that they had a fault on
communication to the gantry and could not control the matrix
signs on the gantry. The gantry was operated manually to allow
the tunnel to be opened to the public, although severe delays
were experienced. Further investigation revealed that a
communication telecoms cable that was believed to be part of the
disconnected cables was cut. It was later found to be the live
communication control cable of the western gantry.

Direct Cost of
Repair (£):

£680 (from Metje et al. (2015)
The tunnel signalling had to be manually operated till the cable
severed was identified and repaired. This caused a significant
traffic delay for roughly a full day i.e. 16 hours.
Therefore the traffic delay social cost is:
Equation
cost =
R2
$/project
Log(cost) =
3.75m
16
0.00022AADT* 0.982
+ 2.9201
* AADT = average annual daily traffic
* Equations after Tighe et al. (1999)
* AADT London = 29.9k; Tunnel (Strike Area) = 13K (specific to
the strike area) – sourced from TfL (2012)
Lane width
(m)

Indirect Social Cost
of Utility Strike (£):

Job duration
(h)

Assumption: The construction zone results in full closure of one
lane and use of a flag person or signalled zone. The module
assumes that the associated delay will be only a queuing delay (He
et al., 1996).
Traffic delay is: Log(cost) = (0.00022 x 13000 + 2.9201)/1.55 (£
conversion)
= £602698
Total Cost of Strike
(£)

680 + 602698 = £603378
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Case Study Number 05
Utility Strike
Incident:

Electric LV

Background to
Utility Strike
incident

Whilst attempting to remove a street lighting control cabinet, a
low voltage signal cable was heard to spark in the ground. Despite
service plans being available and a CAT scan being carried out the
cable was not identified as it was encased in concrete.

Direct Cost of
Repair (£):

£1275 (provided by site project manager)
Traffic lights were not able to function for 4 hours.
Therefore the traffic delay social cost is:
Equation
cost =
R2
$/project
Log(cost) =
3.75m
(8)/2
0.00022AADT* 0.982
+ 2.6855
* AADT = average annual daily traffic
* Equations after Tighe et al. (1999)
* AADT London = 29.9k; Street (Strike Area) = 11K (specific to the
strike area) – sourced from TfL (2012)
Lane width
(m)

Indirect Social Cost
of Utility Strike (£):

Job duration
(h)

Traffic delay is: Log(cost) = ((0.00022 x 11000 + 2.6855)/1.55 (£
conversion)/2)
= £41128
Assumption: The construction zone results in full closure of one
lane and use of a flag person or signalled zone. The module
assumes that the associated delay will be only a queuing delay (He
et al., 1996).
Total Cost of Strike
(£)

1275 + 41128 = £42403

Case Study Number 06
Utility Strike
Incident:
Background to
Utility Strike
incident
Direct Cost of
Repair (£):
Indirect Cost of
Utility Strike (£):
Total Cost of Strike
(£)

Electric LV
The operative was breaking/excavating behind the kerb to install
duct for traffic signal. LV cable was struck 150mm below footway
surface in hard ground.
£1780 (provided by site project manager)
Other damages of delay to work: £2000 (taken as a minimum
from companies finance department).
1780 + 2000 = £3780
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Case Study Number 07 – Shoreditch High Street, Hackney (Gas LP)
Utility Strike
Incident:

Gas LP

Background to
Utility Strike
incident

During trial hole excavation using hand breaker, a LP gas pipe was
struck. The pipe was buried approximately 150 mm below the
surface material. It was not identified on stats plans or identified
during scanning due to the plastic pipe material.

Direct Cost of
Repair (£):
Indirect Cost of
Utility Strike (£):
Total Cost of Strike
(£)

£1000 (provided by site project manager)
Other damages of delay to work: £2000 (taken as a minimum
from companies finance department).
1000 + 2000 = £3000

Case Study Number 08
Utility Strike
Incident:

Electric LV

Background to
Utility Strike
incident

Whilst excavating to lay cable ducts, a 4 mm LV street lighting
cable was damaged. The cable was identified on stats plans and a
CAT was used to identify. A lump of concrete was lifted using a
machine when the duct and cable was damaged.

Direct Cost of
Repair (£):
Indirect Cost of
Utility Strike (£):
Total Cost of Strike
(£)

£969 (from Metje et al. (2015)
Other damages of delay to work: £2000 (taken as a minimum
from companies finance department).
969 + 2000 = £2969

Case Study Number 09
Utility Strike
Incident:

Electric LV (Dead Cable)

Background to
Utility Strike
incident

Through the method statement (safe working procedures) the use
of mechanical breakers was not permitted within 500mm of a
known service. The entire trial hole was through paving slabs.
Usually under paving slabs there is a sand base but this case there
was a concrete base. There was 60mm depth of paving and below
these slabs approx. 300mm of concrete. This meant that
operatives had to use an air powered breaker to excavate the trial
hole. While breaking the concrete a 50mm black duct was
breached by the air powered breaker at approximately 19:45pm.
The point on the breaker actually breached the cable also. There
was no spark as the cable was not live. The contractor halted the
trial hole until a repair was undertaken. COLOR confirmed that
the cable was an old lighting column cable which had been
isolated as part of the station upgrade works so was in fact dead.
UKPN came to site at 3am and isolated the cable permanently by
installing a shrink wrap end cap which proved the cable was dead.

Direct Cost of
Repair (£):
Indirect Cost of
Utility Strike (£):

£2500 (provided by site project manager)
- Other costs of downtime due to lost day and idol gangs: - circa
£5500 (provided by companies finance department).
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Utility Strike
Incident:
Total Cost of Strike
(£)

Electric LV (Dead Cable)
2500 + 5500 = £8000

Case Study Number 10
Utility Strike
Incident:

Electric LV

Background to
Utility Strike
incident

The service in question was not shown on the drawing
accompanying the permit to dig. Prior to the possible cable strike
there was a black cable in ducting, of which the ducting appeared
to have been damaged, uncovered. This was not also on the
drawing. The service in question was surrounded by a sharp sand
and cement mixture with no indications, such as ducting, sand or
hazard tape present.

Direct Cost of
Repair (£):

£4000 (provided by site project manager)
- Time cost delay: 4hrs

Indirect Cost of
Utility Strike (£):

- Area cordoned off for infrastructure upgrade.
- Other costs of downtime: - circa £5000 (provided by finance
department department).

Total Cost of Strike
(£)

4000 + 5000 = £9000

Case Study Number 11
Utility Strike
Incident:

Gas Main HP

Background to
Utility Strike
incident

Whilst a 12m length of 500mm PE main was being lowered into the
excavation a section of shoring failed. Un-compacted
reinstatement material from previous work carried out by the
contractor, which had been supported by this shoring, pressed
against the top number of sheet piles pivoting them and creating
a gap which allowed a small volume of material to slump into the
excavation.

Direct Cost of
Repair (£):

£7800 (provided by company finance department)

Indirect Cost of
Utility Strike (£):

Indirect Social Cost
of utility Strike (£)

- Estimated losses to the project/day: £5000 (provided by site
project manager)
- Time lost: 3 weeks (21 days).
Social cost of increased traffic on the day of the strike:
10hrs/day
Lane width
(m)

Job duration
(h)

3.75m

80
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Equation
cost =
$/project
Log(cost) =
0.00051AADT*
+ 0.8780

R2
0.899

Utility Strike
Incident:

Gas Main HP
Log(cost) =
0.00051AADT* 0.901
+ 1.169
* AADT = average annual daily traffic
* Equations after Tighe et al. (1999)
* AADT London = 29.9k; Street (Strike Area) = 8K (specific to the
strike area) – sourced from TfL (2012)
3.75m

200

Traffic delay of (280 hrs) is: Log(cost) = ((0.00051 x 8000 +
0.8780) + (0.00022 x 8000 + 1.169))/1.55 (£ conversion)
= £173032
Assumption: Based on the complexity of alternative detour
scenarios, the detour analysis was calculated assuming that the
detour would have an AADT of 8000 and would be a two lane
similar to the facility that is under construction. It is also assumed
that the total length of the detours is 1 mile. Based on these
assumptions, the above equations after Tighe et al. (1999) were
used.
Total Cost of Strike
(£)

7800 + (5000 x 21) + 173032 = £285832

Case Study Number 12
Utility Strike
Incident:

Background to
Utility Strike
incident

Direct Cost of
Repair (£):
Indirect Cost of
Utility Strike (£):

Gas Main LP
A capped low pressure gas main and formed concrete considered
to be a thrust block to a nearby water main obstructed the path
of the duct route. Considering the pipe to be dead, following
checks undertaken by utility operatives from the sub-contractor
for the main contractor, the operatives decided to break the pipe.
The pipe was subsequently found to be live resulting in
uncontrolled loss of gas. The utility operatives from the
subcontractor attended site to temporally seal the broken pipe. A
cordon was placed around the work compound to control members
of the public and the local restaurant was warned.
Contractor team found negligent.
£3475 (provided by site project manager)
(Day 1 of strike incident) – work stopped;
(Day 2 of strike incident) – review by senior project managers;
(Day 4 of strike incident) – work resumes, new supervisory team.
- Estimated losses to the project/day: £6000 (provided by site
project manager)
Social cost of increased traffic on the day of the strike: 8.5hrs

Indirect Social Cost
of utility Strike (£)

Lane width
(m)

Job duration
(h)
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Equation
cost =
$/project

R2

Utility Strike
Incident:

Gas Main LP
Log(cost) =
0.00022AADT* 0.982
+ 2.6855
* AADT = average annual daily traffic
* Equations after Tighe et al. (1999)
* AADT London = 29.9k; Street (Strike Area) = 11K (specific to the
strike area) – sourced from TfL (2012)
3.75m

circa 8

Traffic delay is: Log(cost) = (0.00022 x 11000 + 2.6855)/1.55 (£
conversion)
= £82256
Assumption: The construction zone results in full closure of one
lane and use of a flag person or signalled zone. The module
assumes that the associated delay will be only a queuing delay (He
et al., 1996).
Total Cost of Strike
(£)

3475 + (6000 x 5) + 82256 = £115731

Case Study Number 13
Utility Strike
Incident:

Background to
Utility Strike
incident

Direct Cost of
Repair (£):

Electric LV (415V)
The works continued until the end of the shift on the 5th
November (18:00) and re-commenced at 08:00 on the 6th
November. At 09:30 on the 6th November, while breaking out the
slab, a cable was struck by a breaker, causing a flash of light /
fire to be emitted. The operatives involved immediately moved
away from the vicinity of the works. It was soon after found that
as a result of the utility strike, power to businesses on two
adjacent roads was lost from 9:30 – 17:10 (circa 6.5 hours). The
operatives involved were not injured, the PPE they were wearing
was fire retardant, rather than arc resistant.
£7500 (provided by company finance department)
- Re-routing sub-stations.
- Two separate visits and night work to carry out permanent
repair (UKPN).
As a result of the utility strike, power to businesses on two
adjacent roads was lost from 9:30 – 17:10 (circa 6.5 hours).
The business affected were:

Indirect Social Cost
of Utility Strike (£):

(1) Pub: £10000
(2) Film and Animation Company.
- 20 film and animation directors in-house;
- £30/hr (average consultant fee).
(3) Residential flats: £1000
(4) Bookstore: £920/hr average business income
(5) Film and Animation Company.
- 51 employees in office headquarters;
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Utility Strike
Incident:

Electric LV (415V)
- £45/hr (average consultant fee).
(6) Shop: £5000
- Scan-fax-photocopy-internet;
- Tobacco – hot & cold drinks, top-ups.
(7) Bar: £2000
- Live music.
(8) Licensed sex and online shop: £5000
(9) Betting shop: £30000
(10) Architects firm.
(11) Health and beauty retailer: £10000
(12) Health and beauty retailer: £6000
(13) Popular coffee shop: Average daily footfall (9am-5pm) 300
people, with an average purchase price of £5.

Total Cost of Strike
(£)

NB: XX(x) – refers to the economic impact of lost productivity
caused by the utility strike and the business referred to by
superscript number above. This was calculated by calling all the
companies on these two streets and working out from their
business rates and labour cost (total staff average taken) as a
result, business income lost per hour, using an aggregated figure
as the final sum.
7500 + 10000 + 10000(1) + ((20 x 30 x 6.5 ) + 10000)(2) + 1000(3) +
(920 x 6.5)(4) + ((51 x 45 x 6.5) + 25000)(5) + 5000(6) + 2000(7) +
5000(8) + 30000(9) + ((17 x 45 x 6.5) + 15000)(10) + 10000(11) +
6000(12) + (300 x 5 x 6.5)(13) = £164000

Case Study Number 14
Utility Strike
Incident:

Gas Main

Background to
Utility Strike
incident

Immediately prior to the excavation commencing, a series of
changes were made to the temporary works design as a result of
increased retained height. This resulted in the retaining wall
increasing in width by 400mm. It was deemed not possible to move
the southern elevation of the retaining wall south due to potential
clashes with the future permanent works therefore the retaining
wall was increased in width by 400mm towards the north. This
change did not fully acknowledge the proximity of the gas main
and the permit to dig was not revised to acknowledge the increase
in the footprint of the intended excavation. The retaining wall
was then widened by a further 250mm to accommodate the width
of the excavator tracks. When this change was made, the
proximity of the gas main was not fully acknowledged and the
permit to dig was not revised to acknowledge the increase in the
footprint of the intended excavation. A floor saw was used to cut
the existing asphalt followed by the break out of the underlying
concrete road base. During the break out, the gas main was
exposed. The gas main was found at a maximum depth of 300mm
which is less than the required depth for a gas main under the
NJUG standards (NJUG, 2003). NJUG specifies a minimum depth
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Utility Strike
Incident:

Gas Main
requirement of 750mm. This gas main was installed by others
before the infrastructure upgrade project commenced.

Direct Cost of
Repair (£):

£5000 (provided by site project manager)

Indirect Cost of
Utility Strike (£):

Total Cost of Strike
(£)

(Values provided by different departments)
Suspension of all works:
- New permit to dig: £240. Previous work to dig permit expired
on the 02/06/2014.
- Programme sequencing: £40000.
- Cost of redesign: £10000.
- Further ground investigations (surveys): £15000. Re-scan using
RD8000 every 200mm.
- Thickening of the retaining wall: £11400. Cost of alteration
comprises but is not limited to (i) access; (ii) facing material
type; (iii) movement of spoil; (iv) re-bar; (v) drainage.
5000 + 240 + 40000 + 10000 + 15000 + 11400 = £81640

Case Study Number 15
Utility Strike
Incident:

Water Main

Background
to Utility
Strike
incident

Contractor piled through a water main that had not been located during
investigative excavation. Information from the statutory undertaker
proved to be incorrect. Drawing identified the water main to be at 1.3m
below ground level and was subsequently struck at 1.6m below ground
level. The water main was surveyed at 411mm further north than shown
on service drawings and approximately 300mm in elevation.

Direct Cost
of Repair (£):
Indirect Cost
of Utility
Strike (£):

Indirect
Social Cost
of utility
Strike (£)

£10000 (provided by project management team)
£8000 (lost productivity, idle gangs, program delay etc.) – values
provided by site project manager based on SPONs Price Book calculation
+ £10000 (additional costs due to estimated water damages on site)
(1) As a result of the strike, Business-1 and Business-2 (11:00 – 19:00) lost
mains water access. The business loss to Business-1 as a result of the
strike was approximately £8000. The business loss to Business-2 as a
result of the strike was approximately £17000. These business losses
were principally as a result of food and beverage service that relies
heavily on water access for delivery.
(2) A further indirect social cost incurred as a result of the strike was
closing of the Westbound District and Circle lines. This was necessitated
in order to clear water from the platform as a result of H&S requirements.
The platform was closed from 9-11am (9-9:930am ‘peak time’ – 9:3011am ‘off-peak time’).
-This resulted in a loss of economic output i.e. a negative economic
impact and a diminished level of potential work hours and labour
productivity.
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Utility Strike
Incident:

Water Main
- The social cost of the Westbound D&C line closures is:
(i) Peak and off-peak TPH (trains per hour)
Peak
OffTrains
Control
Stock Line
Service peak
Stabling
required
centre
(Tph)
(Tph)
Ealing
Common,
14
Parsons
23 plus plus
74 x 6 Earls
D*
District
Green,
7 circle 7
cars
Court
Triangle Sdgs,
circle
Barking,
Upminster
Hammersmith,
S**
Baker
Circle
7
7
14 x 6
Edgware Rd,
(S7)
Street
Farringdon
* ‘D’ Stock > 280 seats per train. Total passenger capacity per train =
827 people.
** ‘S’ Stock > 356 seats per train. Total passenger capacity per train =
865 people.
(ii) The cost of productivity in London as regarding skilled labour wages
rates is: £16.1 (PPP/hour) (TfL, 2015).
Peak time lost productivity due to closure of Westbound D&C lines is:
District line trains = 23 x 827 x 16.1/2 = £153119
Circle line trains = 7 x 865 x 16.1/2 = £48742
Total for Peak = £201861
Off-Peak time lost productivity due to closure of Westbound D&C lines
is:
District line trains = 14 x 827/2 x (16.1 x 1.5) = £139804
Circle line trains = 7 x 827/2 x (16.1 x 1.5) = £73114
Total for Peak = £212918

Total Cost of
Strike (£)

10000 + 8000 + 17000 + 201861 + 212918 = £414832
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Case Study Number 16
Utility Strike
Incident:

Electric HV

Background to
Utility Strike
incident

Inaccurate buried service information was utilised to plan and
implement excavation works, resulting in adequate risk
assessment and the development of associated control measures
required to allow the excavation works to be implemented in a
safe manner. An 11kV cable was damaged during the incident and
the power supply in the local area was affected for a few minutes
whilst the UKPN network automatically compensated for the loss
of supply via the damaged cable by switching feeds to the local
substations. The evening performance of a musical at Theatre XX
was temporally halted due to the loss of power in the auditorium
but was successfully completed after a short delay.

Direct Cost of
Repair (£):

£10000 (provided by project management team)
(1) All excavation works on the project suspended pending an
investigation and implementation of corrective actions due to the
strike.

Indirect Cost of
Utility Strike (£):

(2) Other indirect costs incurred due to the strikes include: (i)
program sequencing dues to delays; (ii) back office costs; (iii)
latent site staff, etc.
- Estimated at £75000 (estimate provided by senior project
manager - external).
Evening performance of musical at Theatre XX was halted due to
the loss of power in the auditorium as a result of the utility strike;
a 30 minute delay was experienced.

indirect Social Cost
(£)

Each ticket holder offered £15 voucher due to disruption, or
future free ticket (£47 average ticket cost with an auditorium that
sits 1500 persons). Therefore the social cost incurred as a
maximum was:
1500 x 47 = £70500

Total Cost of Strike
(£)

10000 + 75000 + 70500 = £155500
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Appendix D: Additional Utility Strike Cost Guide Considerations
This appendix presents more utility strike cost guide considerations, in addition to those
presented in Section 3.5 of this report.
Direct Costs
Direct costs are those borne by the utility owner in undertaking construction
and maintenance operations.
The most significant direct costs will include:
(1) Planning, design and supervision
(2) Material and construction costs (payment to contractors
and suppliers)
(3) Supervision of the construction works
(4) Diversion of existing services
(5) Traffic management
(6) Administration, such as the maintenance and exchange
of notices and records

Unit

Value

£
£

varies
varies

£
£
£
£

varies
varies
varies
varies

£/day
£/day

2500
500

Section 74a of the New Roads and Street Works Act (NRSWA, 1991) gives
powers to highway authorities to charge lane rentals to utilities. The
occurrence of a utility strike can add additional lane rental charges than was
first anticipated. Department for transport daily lane rental charge:
Category 0, 1, and 2 are streets – they can be Traffic Sensitive (TS)
Category 3 and 4 streets that are Traffic Sensitive (TS) for all of part of the
time
Description of street category
0, 1 TS
max
min
0, 1 non-TS

max
min

£/day
£/day

2500
500

2 TS

max
min

£/day
£/day

2000
500

2 non-TS

max
min

£/day
£/day

2000
500

3 and 4 TS

max
min

£/day
£/day

750
250

3 and 4 non-TS

max
min

£/day
£/day

250
100

A ‘work to dig’ permit for road works and streetworks is mandatory based on
the Traffic Management Act (TMA) (Britain, 2004). The London Permit
Scheme is here used as a demonstrator of the representative costs
(maximum) that could be incurred in the event of a utility strike. The London
Permit Scheme for road works and streetworks, (“the LoPS”), is made
pursuant to Part 3 of the TMA (2004) (Sections 32 to 39) and the Traffic
Management Permit Schemes (England) Regulations 2007 (“the
Regulations”), Statutory Instrument 2007 No. 3372 made on 28 November
2007. It is a Permit Scheme within the meaning of Section 32 (1) TMA. The
costs are as follows:
Category 0, 1, and 2 are streets – they can be Traffic Sensitive (TS)
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Direct Costs
Category 3 and 4 streets that are Traffic Sensitive (TS) for all of part of the
time

Unit

Value

Description of street category
Major provisional advance authorisations (CAT 0, 1, 2 & TS)
Major (CAT 0, 1, 2 & TS)
Standard (CAT 0, 1, 2 & TS)
Minor (CAT 0, 1, 2 & TS)
Immediate (CAT 0, 1, 2 & TS)
Permit Variation (CAT 0, 1, 2 & TS)

£
£
£
£
£
£

105
240
130
65
60
45

Major provisional advance authorisations (CAT 3, 4 & non-TS)
Major (CAT 3, 4 & non-TS)
Standard (CAT 3, 4 & non-TS)
Minor (CAT 3, 4 & non-TS)
Immediate (CAT 3, 4 & non-TS)
Permit Variation (CAT 3, 4 & non-TS)

£
£
£
£
£
£

75
150
75
45
40
35

Indirect Costs
Indirect costs largely relate to third party costs and overrun payments
under section 74 of the NRSWA (1991).

Unit

Value

Cost of striking a telecommunications cable – lost productivity
Example (Farrimond, 2004): 36-fibre optic cable can carry up to 870,912
circuits and generate revenue of:
Other utilities (needs to be calculated):

£/min
£/min

112000
varies

Underground utility survey (Subscan, 2015):
Use of two geophysical location techniques to detect utilities, which are
electromagnetic location and ground penetrating radar – price dependant
on site:

£/day +
VAT

1000
(minimum)

Utility strike insurance claim excess fee (McMahon et al., 2005):
min
max

£
£

5000
10000

Other Indirect Costs that ought to be accounted for:
Increased insurance premiums
Increased insurance excesses
Compensation payments
Loss of income (short-term – chiefly significant for telecoms)
Loss of income (longer-term – may lose business to competitors)
Damage to brand/image
Cost of restoring brand/image
Cost of repair work (depends on number of repairs)
HSE fine and legal costs

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

varies
varies
varies
varies
varies
varies
varies
varies
varies

Examples of HSE fines and accompanying legal costs:
(1) Cable Strike (HSE, 2014a) (20kv) – 19 March 2013
Breach of regulation 22(1)(a) of CDM 2007 (FOD & Reid, 2006)
Company 1 (Egger UK Ltd):
Fine

£

8000

Insurance claims (Zurich-Financial-Services, 2007):
Estimated £50 million is paid out in insurance claims following utility
strikes to underground cables and services following excavation work.
NB: This figure does not include uninsured losses such as excesses and
downtime which can be as much as 10 times the amount claimed.
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Indirect Costs

Unit
£

Value
578.90

£
£

4000
761.60

Fine
HSE Costs

£
£

20000
6519.13

Fine
HSE Costs

£
£

20000
5002

(4) Cable Strike (HSE, 2013a) (11kv) – 10 November 2010
Breach of regulation 10(1)(b) of CDM 2007
Company (Northgate Vehicle Sales Ltd):
Fine
HSE Costs

£
£

12000
6123.55

(5) Cable Strike (HSE, 2012) (20kv) – 7 February 2008
Breach of section 2(1) of HSW Act 1974
Company (Fugro Engineering Services Ltd):
Fine
HSE Costs

£
£

55000
30000

(6) Cable Strike (HSE, 2014d) (415 volt) – 1 August 2012
Breach of regulation 34(2)(c)(i) of CDM 2007 (FOD & Reid, 2006)
Company (Dray Building Ltd):
Fine
HSE Costs

£
£

10000
9882

(7) Cable Strike (HSE, 2014c) (240 volt) – 1 August 2012
Breach of regulation 34(2)(c)(i) of CDM 2007 (FOD & Reid, 2006)
Company (Dray Building Ltd):
Fine
HSE Costs

£
£

2000
980

(8) Cable Strike (HSE, 2004b) (33kv) – 11 March 2003
Breach of regulation 4 of CHSWR
Breach of section 7 of HSW Act 1974
Individual (Rail Gang Supervisor):
Fine
HSE Costs

£
£

2000
1000

Unit

Value

£
£

varies
varies

£

varies

£

varies

£

varies

£

varies

HSE Costs
Breach of regulation 13(2) of CDM 2007 (FOD & Reid, 2006)
Company 2 (Northern Construction Solutions Ltd): Fine
HSE Costs
(2) Cable Strike (HSE, 2004a) (11kv) – 11 June 2003
Breach of section 3 (1) HSW Act 1974
Company (Network Rail):
(3) Cable Strike (HSE, 2013b) (11kv) – 24 April 2012
Single breach of CDM 2007 regulations
Company (SIAC Construction Ltd):

Social Costs
Various social costs incurred as a result of utility strike(s) are separated
into the following broad categories:
Costs to highway users (Traffic delay cost)
Costs to business (Loss of business income)
Costs to local community (Temporary loss of amenity e.g. reduced
access to shops, recreational areas or parking))
Costs to highway authority (Long term deterioration and repair cost of
pavement surface)
Environmental costs (Damage to street trees, air pollution, noise
pollution & the use natural resources and waste disposal)
Safety costs (possibility of road accidents at the works and the safety of
site operatives)
Examples of environmental costs:
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Social Costs
Value of preventing a repertory hospital admission (i.e. reduction of
added air pollution):

Unit
£

Value
1310 7110

£

250

£

600 - 5000

Replacement of a new tree for a more mature tree (McMahon et al.,
2005):

£

50 - 500

Administrative cost for local authority for inspection, organisation and
felling and replacement operations of trees (McMahon et al., 2005):

£/tree

100

£

57760

Damage to tree, compensation payment (Which?, 1996):
Removal of mature tree (McMahon et al., 2005):

Example of safety cost:
Average value of prevention per accident (road or per casualty) (DfT,
2002):
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